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The Herd: How to Leverage the Absolute Power of
Organizational Culture
PREFACE
People are loyal to culture, not strategy.
Strategic planning is something widely accepted as effective
business practice. Some would say it’s essential to success. Trying to
operate a business without a strategic plan can be like trying to plan a
trip without an itinerary. Sure, there are examples of success in the
absence of planning. However, accidental success is typically not
appealing to most stakeholders. Yet, even the best of strategic plans can
possess inherent weaknesses. Some use a strategic plan as artificial
comfort, attempting to attach budget allocations to conditions that shift
so fast they can render long range plans ineffective in less than a year.
The dominant logic of most plans is to get the goals to fit the resources.
This can result in mistaking the plan for actual strategy. True strategy
encompasses risk−and failure.
The trouble with the cost-revenue model of planning isn’t just
the unprecedented pace of change today. Perhaps its greatest weakness
exists with regard to loyalty. All strategic plans engage people. People
are not loyal to a plan. They live in a world where daily change is the
norm and adaptability to solve problems depends on the culture of
their organization. This is at the heart of all human leadership. Because
when it comes down to it, amidst the endless changes in all our lives,
people are loyal to culture not strategy.
Developing a strategic plan in the absence of an understanding
of organizational culture is like trying to cook a meal without
knowledge about the actual ingredients. You might know what kind of
flavors you desire, but have no idea what ingredients to add and how.
YL

Do you know if your workers feel that they are a contributing member
to something important in this world? Do you and they agree with the
vision and mission of your organization? Is your organization in
harmony with its own culture?
Organizations are typically thought of as groups of people
working toward a common set of goals. It’s widely accepted that such
entities benefit from common policies, procedures, and methods. What
is often missed is that when people group together they form cultures.
Culture can be defined as the system of collective values that
distinguishes the members of one group from another (Thomas, 2000).
Cultures are far more powerful and influential than policies and
procedures. Groups form within almost every organization, driving the
overall culture. It is important to understand that culture is an
integrated pattern of beliefs derived from shared attitudes, values,
practices, and goals across a group. This is what people are loyal to—
culture.
Remember: People are loyal to culture, not strategy.
This unique book includes a series of instruments that will help you
and your organization better understand how to leverage the absolute
power of organizational culture.
Organizations that thrive understand the supreme value of
culture. Successful organizational cultures tend to be led by passionate
communicators who drive the core of the culture. These leaders believe
and follow transparency as they constantly build trust and empower
members. They understand the importance of accountability and how
to align individual strengths with measurable goals. Today, they
leverage data more than ever as they seek to evolve amidst constant
change. None of this can be achieved in the absence of organizational
culture. It is culture, the living values of the organization that must
inspire all the members and stakeholders to overcome daily and longrange challenges.
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Leveraging the Absolute Power of Organizational Culture
This book and the Organizational Harmonics System offer five rewarding
steps to empower you and your organization:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Determine your Personal Harmonic Type
Discover your Organization’s Harmonic Type
Map every employee’s Individual Harmonic Position
Define your Organizational Cultural Harmonic Range
Leverage the Power of Organizational Culture

It takes more than a strategic plan to thrive in today’s world. You
must have a deep understanding of the culture that characterizes and
drives your organization.
THE ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE HARMONICS SYSTEM

We can think of organizational success like a sheet of music. We
enjoy songs that have what we call “harmony.” If organizational
cultures become too “consonant,” there is not enough variation and
creativity to thrive. If these cultures become too “dissonant,” they
cannot reach the level of cooperation required to function and grow.
What if you could “map” your organizational culture?
The Organizational Culture Harmonics System enables each
individual in the organization to see their degree of alignment with
the organization. It also allows leaders and groups to assess their
alignment, or harmony. The ability to map every individual in your
organization relative to their perceptions of that culture is a
powerful tool. Pulling together all this data will give leadership a
clear picture of the harmony across their organization.
When we look at organizational cultures, we typically find a
“core” of loyal and passionate members. Outside this we see the
followers of the core, those participating in the active culture.
Finally, not all members of the organization perceive themselves at
the core or even as followers. While they remain members they
exist as outliers, far removed from the core values and activities.
MAPPING YOUR ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE

This series of actions builds toward
the ideal state of leveraging
corporate culture on a constant
basis.
One thing we have learned is that if cultures fail to adapt over
time, they typically fail to survive. To manage human endeavors
in complex times we must monitor the condition of the
organization. That condition is actually the culture of the
organization.
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When your efforts to plan strategically align with your
organizational culture, you are better positioned to sustain success in our
ever-changing and dynamic world. In an age where Social Media is so
popular, the spreading of small events into larger trends is on the rise.
Major corporations are impacted in stock prices through the smallest of
happenings gone viral. It only takes one unhappy customer or small
mistake by an employee to place the entire values of an organization in
question. Entire cultures can shift through the power and ubiquity of
social media platforms, for the better or the worse. These “cusp events”
can be positive or negative, and spread at unprecedented speed.
If you are not monitoring organizational culture on a regular
basis, you are increasing the probability of random events determining
the direction of your organization.
It’s not enough to merely be aware of your external environment
and what the competition may be doing. Even subtle changes over time
can significantly impact your organization. Understanding how such
events effect your internal environment may well be the difference
between your company or organization surviving such constant change
and actually learning how to thrive within it.
The Organizational Culture Harmonics System will assign one of
8 different types to each employee or member of your organization we
call “roos.” These insightful and motivating types take the form of 8
different kangaroos with unique strengths. Far more importantly, this
system will then align these types with your culture and provide you
with a series of tools to begin monitoring and mapping the constantly
moving culture that is your unique organization.

CHAPTER 1
The Herd:
In the Land of
Low-Hanging
Fruit

Most organizations create and update a strategic plan. What many
miss is how that plan is developed and sustained is just as critical as the
content in it. This is largely driven by its culture. Before we delve into
more theory and the actual instruments, let’s begin with a story that
illustrates how external environmental conditions can lead to dynamic
change within a group and fundamental shifts across an entire culture.
Let’s take a look at “The Herd.”

[



A Valley of Gold
It was a beautiful day when the “roos” first spotted the valley.
There below stood tall trees with their limbs bending toward the
ground from the weight of their golden fruit. The first group of visitors
gathered beneath a row of these fruit-filled trees. They looked up at the
yellow orbs of food, shining bright from the noon-day sun. Then, oneby-one, they stretched their great hind legs, tucked their tails under,
pulled their long-clawed but short arms in, and jumped.
Up they
sprang, over
5o feet in the
air! As they
got closer to
the lowest
limbs each
targeted a
specific piece
of fruit. They
opened their
mouths wide
and clamped
their jaw shut
on the fruit
and let their
weight pull it
from the tree
as they fell
back to the
ground.

More and more of the roos continued to arrive to this valley of gold.
The herd began to grow. Among the herd, some of the roos were clearly
directing smaller groups toward specific tasks. These animals appeared
to be leading their fellow roos, while they too pitched in on the labor.

They were darker in color and appeared more focused on getting
the members of the herd to stay on task. In between hops, the younger
roos played while a group of adults were guided by yet another
different creature to place the gathered fruit in piles. When the pile
reached a certain height, this animal would start directing the
individuals with more fruit to a new pile.

As they landed, they curled their tails beneath them acting as a
spring to absorb the force of their fall. Up and down the row of trees
this process was repeated by the dozen, with the light brown fur of the
creatures looking like kernels of popcorn buttered by sunlight.




This time, some of them stayed behind and began to pick up
pieces from the uneaten fruit. They took the pieces in their smaller
arms to a nearby empty field. Hunching down they used their larger
claws to dig long rows in the ground.

Those directing the others would stop once an hour, shake
their head rapidly, and let out a loud series of barks. The entire
herd would pause and make their way to the ever-growing piles of
fruit. When a group surrounded a pile, they would lay down in
unison. One roo at every pile then handed each animal a piece of
fruit. The entire herd cooperated as they enjoyed mealtime.

As they dug these rows they dropped uneaten fruit into the soil
and covered it using the unearthed dirt. These roos were particularly
energetic and alert, popping their heads up constantly and bobbing
back down to continue digging and covering the seeds from the
leftovers of the herd’s meal. This continued throughout the day,
forming dozens of rows across the vast field.

As they finished their meals, many of the roos jumped up and
began to chase each other and play. This went on for an hour or so,
with younger individuals playing the whole time while the older
animals rested. At some point, the leading roos barked a few times and
most of the herd headed back to the trees to continue gathering the
fruit.




Some of the animals did not stay with one task too long. They
gathered fruit one minute and dug a trench the next. When needed,
they would also place the gathered fruit into piles. No one in the herd
seemed to mind, as whatever they chose to do their actions contributed
to the herd.
These animals had
long forearms, long legs,
and a powerful tail.
These features made
them well-suited to
serve at almost any task
required by the herd.
No matter the task, they
engaged it with apparent
zeal and enthusiasm.
Throughout the day,
more and more roos
arrived and joined in,
until the herd had grown
to hundreds of animals.
As the sun set and the
temperature cooled, the
herd broke into smaller
groups. A few of the
creatures continued to
work gathering fruit
after most had left, and others headed to the field to dig more rows and
plant more fruit until it was too dark to work.
Most of the groups looked for a good patch of soft grass and lay
down, huddling together for warmth as evening approached. Bellies
full, they stretched their massive lower legs and thick muscular tails,
yawned in satisfaction, and slept.

The next day
the entire process
repeated itself.
Some jumped for
fruit while others
dug the trenches.
Still others played a
guiding role or
supported the herd
in their unique
ways. Toward the
end of each day a
few more stray roos
arrived. These
were built slightly
different but clearly
still part of the
same species of
animal.

Their legs were not as thick and they had slightly longer arms.
They too enjoyed the fruit and contributed to the work in the nearby
field.
And so it went, day after day, year after year, and for
generations. Every once in a while several of the creatures would hop
even higher than the others, reaching the fruit farthest up in the great
trees. As their legs got even stronger, they formed their own groups
and gradually left the valley. Still, the size of the herd continued to
grow as newborns increased the population to thousands of creatures
in the never-ending bounty of fruit.
The New Orchard Grows
It was across these years that the new trees began to grow in the
nearby field where the creatures had buried the discarded fruit. The
seeds within the uneaten fruit had long ago sprouted with saplings
growing to young trees. Over time, this formed a new orchard. As the





smaller trees began to flower, one group of the creatures moved their
sleeping spots closer to the young orchard.
Not long after,
one of the largest of the
roos woke early and
hopped to the new
orchard. There among
the smaller trees she
spotted the first piece of
fruit growing on a
lower branch. She
moved back toward the
herd and let out a low
bellowing call. Her call
echoed across the
valley. The entire herd,
now thousands of
animals strong, woke
and moved in mass
toward the young
orchard.
When the entire
herd had gathered, they
all crouched down
together facing that first piece of fruit. Each roo let out the same low
and soft bellow, until the collective power of their calls shook the leaves
of all the trees throughout the valley.
The sound was so powerful that it shook the fruit of the older
trees loose, resulting in a rainfall of golden orbs littering the valley
floor. The herd jumped in joy, running to the great feast now literally
lying at their feet. The ritual of new fruit in the young orchard lasted
late into the evening, as the herd enjoyed a day of rest and celebration.



The following day, most of the herd returned to the daily work
of leaping for fruit, and planting the uneaten portions in yet another
newly trenched field nearby. None had noticed the smaller group that
had moved their sleeping patch closer to the young orchard. Fewer still
saw that these roos had failed to join the main herd, working to harvest
the fruit from the old orchard. As the days moved forward, the herd
had become so large that not a single creature noticed that fewer and
fewer animals were showing up at the old orchard.
Low Hanging Fruit
Years passed. The trees of the old orchard began to decay and
bear less fruit. Some began to die. One day, the leader of the herd
awoke. She shook her great head, towering over the awakening herd.
As the others slept, she made her way to the new orchard. Knowing
the old orchard had reached the end of its life cycle, she looked forward
to moving the herd to their wisely placed new bounty of food waiting
to sustain them in the new orchard. As she crested the hill to look
down upon that field, she let out a massive cry that was so loud and
grief-stricken it awoke the entire herd in fear.
There below, a herd far larger than hers was lying beneath much
smaller trees. The roos looked strikingly similar to those in her herd,
but were clearly different. They lay on their backs, with legs so small
they could hardly stand upright. Their claws were nothing more than
nails at the end of their even shorter arms. Their tails were skinnier
than the branches of the smallest trees.
She watched in horror as one of these even furrier roos rolled
toward a small tree. Opening what was an even wider mouth than any
in her herd, she saw the animal get close enough to lightly kick the tree.
It kicked again, only lightly, until one of the smallest pieces of fruit
came loose and fell into its gaping mouth. The roo chewed briefly,
swallowed, and burped as it rolled back into its resting place.



her way back to the old orchard. Hundreds of her original herd had
followed. There, she gathered as many pieces of the remaining fruit as
she could carry. Then, she hopped west with most of the remaining
herd. She stopped briefly at the top of the hill, looking back sadly
across the once great stand of trees leaving behind their valley of
generations.
Reclaiming the Valley
It was an unusually cold day when a wandering creature came
upon a now ancient valley. It was a dry and barren land. He could see
the remains of a once great orchard below. Row after row of lines
indicated that something had at one time organized this valley. He
could see what looked like great columns of stone. Moving closer, he
could tell that these were not columns at all. These were petrified trees,
now forming a tangle of fallen giants across the valley floor.
As he moved past, he came to another field that might once have
been an orchard as well. Here the petrified trees were much smaller.
Nothing but sand remained here, forced by the wind into rising and
falling dunes littered with stone.

As the sun rose, minute-by-minute hundreds and hundreds of
the smaller roos awoke repeating this process, knocking the lowest
hanging fruit from branches. Occasionally, several fought over pieces
of fruit that fell randomly from the trees.
With immense sadness the leader of the original herd turned
away. She scanned the horizon, and then suddenly jumped higher than
any member of the herd had ever seen. After a few minutes, she made



Making his way past the desert-like area, he came upon yet
another field at the very end of the valley. There, he saw a small group
of creatures much like himself. He approached the group and was
encountered by what appeared to be its eldest member. The elder
offered what must have been a smile, and handed him a small piece of
yellow, round, fruit. He accepted it humbly, watching the members of
this family-sized gathering return to their work.
Each was using their small claws to dig trenches in the ground and
placing within it any uneaten portions of the fruit.
He looked up and saw in the middle of this field an unusually
tall, lush tree. It seemed to stretch into the clouds moving across the
sky. Several of the youngest members of the family were stretching
their legs at the base of the tree.



Every few minutes one of the roos would curl its tail beneath it,
squat down into an almost impossibly compact position, and then leap
as high as it could toward the branches of the tree.
High above, he could see the tree was filled with great golden
orbs of fruit. As he stayed in the months ahead, he noticed that the
younger creatures leaping for their food got a little closer to the highest
fruit each day.

CHAPTER 2
Chaos and
Complexity
Anatomy of the Herd





Chaos, Complexity, and The Herd
Chaos theory is a branch of mathematics focused on the behavior
of dynamic and rapidly changing systems. Systems like the weather,
stock markets, and human biological systems are examples of great
complexity. Organizations can quickly become complex—most indeed
are. The larger or more complex a system is, the more likely it is for
random events to occur. Chaos theory suggests that what appear to be
random events actually have a pattern. If it has a pattern, it can be
predicted.
Identifying underlying patterns can be essential to
organizational success. As dynamics change, constant feedback loops,
repetition, and self-organization across an organization can occur.
Initial conditions can form what some call “sensitive dependence” on
those conditions. To manage human endeavors in complex times we
must monitor the condition of the organization. That condition reflects
the culture of the organization.
In our story The Herd, the group of “roos” was busy sustaining
the needs of the many. They failed to keep an eye on all the members
of their larger herd. Over time, the overlooked group of Smugaroos
adapted to live off the low-hanging fruit. From their perspective, there
was no need to participate in the labor of the larger herd and their core
values. They had all they needed to survive. The Smugaroos had
adapted to a condition, and self-organized as they became dependent on
that condition—the low hanging fruit.
Their leader, the Visiroo, failed to ensure their participation and
buy-in to the larger culture of the herd. With thousands of animals to
watch and a plentiful food supply, the growing number of creatures
choosing to move to the smaller trees were easy to miss. The Bossaroos
were content in their duties leading the daily tasks of the herd, as the
Dataroos did their best to keep up with calculating and distributing the
food supply form the older trees. Even though they had a good
strategy for survival, they did not attend to shifts in culture. This
ultimately cost the entire herd their future food supply and forced them
to leave their golden valley.


Organizations that grow large so rapidly often fail to engage
strategies that provide constant opportunities for all members to
participate. As conditions change even the largest companies can fail to
adapt. Even the best of plans can fail if that plan does not respond to
changes that impact its culture. This is just one of many challenges
when it comes to scaling a business or organization. Such events are
not limited to large organizations. Development of dependence on a
condition is even more concerning for smaller groups. It is critical for
smaller organizations to engage as many employees as possible. Can
we attempt to gain the buy-in of virtually every member of an
organization? Should we?
Each of the characters in our story has strengths and weaknesses.
They live in a complex and changing world, dealing with internal
issues within the herd as well as external issues in their environment.
If there is one constant on our planet, that constant is change. Living
creatures do their very best to adapt to those changes. It’s even more
advantageous if you can predict those changes. But how do you learn
to do that in times of chaos and complexity? Is there a way to
quantify the relationship between individuals and the culture of the
organization? To attempt this, we need to start by looking at the
characteristics of the members of the organization. Let’s take a closer
look at the members of the herd.
Anatomy of the Herd
Every group of individuals has common characteristics and
unique differences among its members. Organizations are usually
composed of individual members tasked with duties that ideally align
with their personal strengths and preferences. The study of these
preferences and how to align individuals to ideal tasks is only a part of
an organizational culture. But, it’s an ideal place to start as we seek to
optimize our human resources and adapt to constant change. In our
story, here are the main characters:



The Visiroo:

The Bossaroos:

…the leader of the herd.
They possess the
strongest legs to jump the
highest and the largest
eyes to see beyond their
current valley. They are
risk takers, not afraid to
move the herd to new
ground. They inspire the
entire herd and see their
role as a steward of their
trust.

…the managers within
the heard. They typically
display some ambition.
They support the herd,
direct activities, and
delegate tasks. They may
grow to be Visiroos, but
not always. When they
do, they may break off to
start their own herd.

The Followroos:

The Dataroos:

…the loyal workers, often
following the leader of
the herd and their vision.
They find great purpose
and reward toiling
relentlessly to support the
herd. They can
occasionally stray and
follow others.

…the analytical planners
of the herd. They prefer
facts and figures over
feelings and emotions.
Numerically inclined,
they assist and direct the
group’s resources
strategically leveraging
information.





The Chiparoo:

The Morpharoos:

…the emotional supporters
of the herd. They always
pitch in and can be found
volunteering for just
about everything. Think
of them as the constant
cheerleaders taking on
extra duties and always
willing to go that extra
mile.

…the most versatile and
members of the herd.
They can perform almost
any task the herd needs.
They find great reward in
changing roles,
supporting the group
through their diverse
skills and abilities.

The Wanderoos:
The Smugaroos:

…the restless travelers
who wander from herd to
herd. They seldom stay
long in one herd,
preferring to dedicate
their talents to the group
and then moving on to
seek change.

…the members who often
question and contradict
the direction of the group.
They are dissenters and
opportunists and will
challenge the vision of
leaders and the core
group’s efforts.





Organizational Culture and The Herd

The Concentric Adoption Model

In the beginning, the members of the herd were satisfied with
their role and the direction of the herd. As time progressed and
conditions changed, individual members shifted in their actions to
reflect their satisfaction. They moved from Followroos to Sumgaroos. As
individuals experience daily interaction within their organization, they
move across a continuum of satisfaction. Leadership groups are more
commonly aligned with the organization’s methods as well as its vision
and mission, at the “Core” of the culture. Those outside that core
culture are more likely to feel quite differently.
All members across an organization, at any given moment, can
be placed within a position on a map indicating their distance from the
Core of their organizational culture. The Visiroo is at the absolute center
of that culture, with the Bossaroos and Dataroos within the Core. Loyal
Followroos would be in the core as well, with Chiparoos and Wanderoos
just outside the core as “Particpants.” But clearly, the Smugaroos would
be called “Outliers.” These individuals are well outside the core of the
organization.
Culture and the Concentric Adoption Model
If we were to draw such a map it would look like a series of
concentric circles.
The closer to the Core of the circle, the more readily individuals
adopt the values and beliefs of that organizational culture.
A number of members will be Participants in the culture, but
remain outside its core with relatively less adoption.
There will be members of the organization well outside the core,
reluctant to participate. These are referred to as Outliers, remaining
employed but minimally engaged. They may actually agree with the
values and mission of the organization. However, they typically do not
actively engage to the degree that members of the core and participant
rings do on a consistent basis. We call this The Concentric Adoption
Model.


In our story The Herd, the lead Visiroo had quite a following.
Most of the members of the herd were busy performing their tasks to
harvest food from the trees and prepare the ground for the next
orchard. The Bossaroos were diligent in directing others to their duties.
The Followroos worked steadily as they leaped toward the fruit high in
the trees and dug the trenches to plant the seeds.
The Datatroos contributed by organizing piles and keeping track
of how much fruit the herd was gathering and planting. The
Morpharoos would move from task to task, while steadily contributing
to meet the demand of food for the herd. The Chiparoos continue
working long after the others had gone to rest. An occasional Wanderoo
would arrive and become part of the herd, but eventually decide to
move on to other orchards.
Finally the Smugaroo served its role by challenging the norm of
the entire culture.



These are the roles of The Herd. They also reflect the roles of
individuals within any organization. Each one of these characters is
part of the culture of The Herd just as each individual within any
organization is part of its culture. Over time we have learned that if
cultures fail to adapt, they typically fail to survive. Organizations and
companies are no different.
We can think of organizational success like a sheet of music. We
enjoy songs that have what we call “harmony.” Harmony is a
combination of simultaneous musical notes which combine to produce
chords and chord progressions having a pleasing effect. Music uses the
terms “consonant” and “dissonant” to describe arrangements. If
organizational cultures become too consonant, there is not enough
variation and creativity to thrive. If these cultures become too
dissonant, they cannot reach the level of cooperation required to
function and grow. So what is the right balance? First of all, it is not a
balance that we seek. It’s a distribution, or assortment.
Whether or not an individual “buys-in” to the culture of an
organization is perhaps the greatest predictor of its success. Clearly
the value of the products or services any organization offers will drive
that future. However, without an understanding of its vision, mission,
and core culture, organizations seldom succeed. When they do they are
often subsidized or supported by government or other resources,
sometimes called “institutions.” Even institutions have cultures. That
range of buy-in is the key to understanding culture.
Why Map Every Individual?
Chaos theory is a funny thing. You may have heard of “The
Butterfly Effect.” The Butterfly effect is a concept that states that "small
causes can have larger effects." This concept was initially used in
theories about weather prediction, where a butterfly flaps its wings and
a series of very small events leads to very large ones. There are
countless cases where a very small change or one individual has
profoundly impacted an entire organization or culture, in both very
positive and very negative ways.



Many of us are tempted to focus resources on what some call
“change agents” or “early adopters.” The renowned Everett Rogers
popularized this system in his Diffusion of Innovation books and
studies (Rogers, 2003). Dr. Rogers offered all of us a valuable model to
understand how an idea moves through an organization. This model
also included “late adopters” and even “laggards.” The challenge with
such models is in the labeling.
When we label someone a late adopter or a laggard, we may tend
to provide them with fewer resources. It’s like calling someone a
resistor, or a Smugaroo. Without a deeper understanding of why
someone chooses not to adopt an innovation, or buy into a culture, we
can push them further outside the core. This process, the adoption or
rejection of an idea, has been studied for some time now. There are
many models designed to better understand such phenomena. For
instance, technological innovation adoption often follows the pattern of
a familiar ‘S’-curve—the classic smooth, cumulative adoption curve.
Paul Herbig (1991) explored something of interest as we look at
adoption and how it can relate to organizational culture.
Herbig examined the potential for using “catastrophe theory” to
model unruly industrial adoption situations. He looked at “network
externalities,” said to exist when people will not buy something unless
they think others will— a kind of safety-in-numbers approach (Lange,
Mcdade, & Oliva, 2004). Herbig was interested in the “bandwagon
effect,” where firms appear to move at one time to a new product or
technology, and then move all at once to make it a standard in the
industry. Lange, Mcdade, & Oliva (2004) investigated this phenomena
researching software adoption. Our interest here is in their inclusion of
something called a “cusp event.”
Cusp events are part of the Catastrophe Theory model.
Catastrophe theory originated with the work of the French
mathematician René Thom in the 1960s. Look at Zeeman (1976) and
Woodcock (1978) in the references of this book if you want to learn
more about that model. When it comes to chaos, small changes in
certain parameters of a nonlinear system can cause equilibria to appear
or disappear. Large and sudden changes of the behavior of the system
can begin in the smallest of places.


Cusp events occur at the boundary of change. The very name is
meant to imply “being on the cusp.” Let’s think about our story.
When looking at those very tall trees, at some point one of those
Followroos had a cusp event. After a long day of leaping for that hard to
reach fruit, the creature noticed that the new shorter trees also had fruit.
All it had to do was barely stand up and eat the much easier to acquire
fruit. A few days later, another one of the creatures noticed this as well.
While the rest of the herd continued harvesting from the tall trees, more
and more roos began to see the value of becoming a Sumgaroo. That
“bandwagon” began to grow.
In an age where Social Media is so popular, the spreading of
small events into larger trends is on the rise. Major corporations are
impacted in stock prices through the smallest of happenings gone viral.
It only takes one disgruntled customer or one small mistake by an
employee to place the entire values of the organization in question.
Entire cultures can shift through the power and ubiquity of social
media platform, for the better or the worse. Cusp events can be positive
or negative, and spread at unprecedented speed.

Remember it only takes one individual to begin a profound shift
in an organization, a Butterfly Effect. These shifts begin with “Cusp
events.” If you are not monitoring organizational culture on a regular
basis, you are increasing the probability of such events determining the
direction of your organization. Lange, Mcdade, & Oliva (2004)
concluded that with better data, the authors hoped to offer more direct
help to managers in predicting when shifts might occur.
The Organizational Culture Harmonics System offers you and your
organization a way to monitor the probability of these events. When all
members and even stakeholders of an organization are “mapped” in
the system, you can track their movements as they approach a
boundary. Movements are not always negative. Identifying
individuals at the boundary of becoming an outlier with movement
toward the core is a powerful management tool. These are Positive
Cusp Events, offering leaders an opportunity to increase the
membership in their core of their culture.

Positive Cusp Event

Negative Cusp Event
A Negative Cusp
Event occurs when
a member of the
Core is ejected into
an outer ring. They can
become a Participant
or even an Outlier.
This can happen when
larger changes like pay
or benefits occur
or smaller ones such as
moving an office location
or even a parking space.

A Positive Cusp
Event occurs when
a member moves from
an outer ring into
an inner ring.
Large or small changes
can drive this move as
well. Such changes are
typically anything but
random.





The ability to map every individual in your organization relative
to their perceptions of that culture is a powerful tool. Pulling together
all this data will give leadership a clear picture of the harmony across
their organizational parts. Next, we need to look at the harmonics of an
entire organization—that range of ideal cooperation and disagreement
needed to succeed in our complex adaptive world.

CHAPTER 3
Organizational
Culture
Harmonics
Movement of the Herd





Organizational Culture Harmonics
Most of us work with, if not actually alongside, other people and
are part of larger organizations, or systems. Like music, individuals
and organizations can be in harmony or discord. Any organizations’
parts can be functioning in consonance, or clash in disagreement
producing dissonance. In reality, all organizations exist within a range
of ideal consonance to dysfunctional dissonance.

In contrast, dissonance is a tension or clash resulting from the
combination of two disharmonious or unsuitable elements. In
psychology, inconsistency between the beliefs one holds or between
one's actions and one's beliefs is described as dissonance. If we map an
organization’s state of culture within that range of consonance to
dissonance, we gain valuable insights and even possibly predict
“random” events.
Mapping Organizational Harmonics

Think back to our story of The Herd. Different groups of animals
continuously adapted to their external environment. Internal groups
formed over time, impacting the values upon which the original herd
was built. This story illustrates the dynamics that occur in human
groups as well. We study the behavior of each other as a strategy to
survive, and prosper. Organizations and businesses, like groups of
people, are often considered “living organisms,” thriving or dying in
their environment.
To thrive in any environment, groups must work together. One
word we use to describe that cooperation is harmony. Harmony within
systems is essential to survival and prosperity. As mentioned in our last
chapter, in music the combination of notes that are in harmony with
each other produce consonance. When the parts of any system are in
harmony, that system can be said to be in consonance. Consonance is
an agreement or compatibility between opinions or actions.
Consonance is essential to communication and cooperation across the
parts of any system. It is a reflection of the degree of agreement within
the system and can be seen as a consensus among members on values,
vision, and mission.


Mapping Organizational Harmonics enables each individual in
the organization to see their degree of alignment with the organization.
It also allows leaders and groups/departments to assess their
alignment, or harmony. This book contains a unique instrument
designed to empower individuals and enable organizations to monitor
their culture. As you complete this instrument, results can benefit the
mission and support the vision of your organization. Think of it as an
alignment tool, helping each and every member of The Herd to remain
engaged in their culture and not just survive, but thrive!
As we map the culture of our organization, we can better
manage our time and resources. That’s exactly what the Organizational
Culture Harmonics tool enables you to do. Every individual in your
organization can be placed on this map. Their distance from the core is
an indicator of their individual harmonic position relative to the desired
culture and values of leadership. This is a measure of alignment with
desired organizational values and behaviors. This alignment is
represented across a concentric model with varying degrees of
agreement.
Beginning your Organizational Culture Harmonics Map
If we stop and analyze an organization, it functions a lot like the
individual people in it. As human beings, we take in information
through the variety of our senses. Whether or not we realize it, we are
constantly filtering this input through the limitations of those senses
and adjusting our perceptions through bias. No matter how hard we
try, we are all subject to bias. In extreme forms, this can unintentionally


develop into prejudice, making us literally blind to what may be clearly
before us. Assessing this “organizational bias” is a key element in
understanding Organizational Harmonics. These elements can be seen
in three stages: perception, construction, and engagement.

In summary, organizations and individuals perceive their world,
construct their world, and engage their world. Like all living
organisms they interact with the “external reality” and create an
“internal reality.” This is the foundation of culture.

Perception is the first stage of experience. We often see the world
across a range of emotion and logic. Our emotions actually come first,
as the “fight or flight” survival mechanisms are designed to respond
immediately. Our brains process almost all learning emotionally first
for this very reason. Yet, we often rely on logic to guide us as well.
Which we apply at any given time varies, but most individuals tend to
lean toward one (emotion) or the other (logic) more frequently.

Next, we’ll look at the Organizational Culture Harmonics
System as a whole. This entails a brief review of each of the steps in the
model. Each step is designed to help you reach a constant state of
culture assessment. It’s been said that “culture trumps strategy every
time.” The origin of this quote is debated, but its intent is clear.
The Organizational Culture Harmonics Model

Construction follows perception. Immediately after taking in new
information through our senses, we begin to process that data. Studies
in the field of psychology have taught us a lot about human cognition.
Once the new information is filtered, we do our best to store what we
need later. One constant in how we do that is “chunking.” Human
beings tend to group data into larger, and preferably related, units.
Some prefer to focus on the discrete parts (detail) of that data while
others appear to be wired for the bigger picture (holistic).
Engagement is the last stage.
Once we have perceived the
world and constructed
meaning, we then choose to act.
We engage the world through
our chosen behaviors. This is
the most complex of all human
activity as that behavior
represents our conscious and
subconscious values. In
essence, we engage in a range
of behaviors that focus either
on ourselves (individualistic) or
others (altruistic).

To thrive in our world, systems must be able to rapidly adapt.
The instrument and model in this book enabling such adaptation has
five steps:

STEP ONE: Personal Harmonic Type (PHT)
All members of the organization complete the PHT. This
includes executive leadership. This will provide all members with
insights to better understand each other and how they align with the
values and goals of our organizations.




STEP TWO: Organizational Harmonic Type (OHT)
All members of the organization complete the OHT. This step
allows you an opportunity to anonymously share your opinions on the
culture of the organization.
STEP THREE: Personal Gap Analysis
Results from your PHT are compared to your organization’s OHT and a
gap analysis is produced. This gap analysis will show the differences
between your personal type and your assessment of the organizational
culture. It will also indicate your Concentric Adoption position.
STEP FOUR: Group Gap Analysis
Results from the PHT are gathered and can be grouped by
department, years of service, or any grouping desired. Gap analysis of
these data can show the statistical differences between
corporate/departmental culture, between leadership and members,
and/or between any subgroups (departments) as desired in each
individual organization studied.
STEP FIVE: Organizational Harmonic Planning
Once the results are analyzed, leadership, management, and
members of the organization can explore options to move toward
“harmonization.” This entails both the broader gap analysis between
leadership and members as well as individual preferences and
organizational placement.
The goal throughout this process is to measure the degree of
organizational consonance and organizational dissonance. This will
assist each member of your organization and its leadership in
addressing any actual or perceived issues.
The first step to mapping Organizational Harmonics is to
understand your position relative to your organizational culture. This
begins with your Personal Harmonic Type.



CHAPTER 4
Your
Personal
Harmonic
Type
Position in the Herd



PERSONAL HARMONIC TYPES (PHT)

Your Personal Harmonic Type (PHT)
The distance between any two elements can be seen as “degrees
of separation.” One of the main goals of this entire process is to help
you and your leadership/management see exactly how far apart
perceptions are within your organization. This is the “gap” between
individuals across the company or institution. If we are aware of these
gaps, we can then take steps to bridge the divides across them.
The first step in this process is to complete what we call your
Personal Harmonic Type (PHT). In this process we’ll ask you 15
questions. Then, you’ll select the “degree of preference” that will
further help define your PHT. This is an essential step to assess your
organization’s overall culture.
It is essential that we begin this process by acknowledging that it often
takes several different types of people to create a successful enterprise.
There is no right or wrong answer.
You may be thinking Personal Harmonic Types (PHT) can be
compared to many personality types you may have been exposed to in
the past. Popular personality type indicators such as the Myers-Briggs
propose that there are 16 different types of personalities. Other
instruments state as
little as four or five, and can even look at personality types as a
pathology or illness. The PHT simply looks at preferences related to
how you see, process, and act in your world.
As you complete the tasks on the next pages, you will begin to
define your PHT. Later, we’ll look at how these align with the eight
different types of roos in our story, The Herd. Like any self-reporting
instrument this is only as accurate as you are honest. Relax, and just
enjoy the process…

Perception Types: These exist across a range of EMOTION and LOGIC.
It is essential to note that we all use both emotion and logic when
perceiving our world. As you determine your type and degree of
preference, selecting one does not mean you do not use the other.

Construction Types: These exist across a range of HOLISTIC and
DETAIL preferences. Some people tend to build meaning in their
world from a holistic (big picture) while others prefer to focus on
details. Remember here that we all use both perspectives but tend to
prefer one over the other.

Engagement Types: These exist across a range of ALTRUISTIC
behaviors to INDIVIDUALISTIC behaviors. This is defined by how we
direct time, energy, and resources in our lives either toward ourselves
or on the needs of others. We all look to ourselves as well as the needs
of others.

The next pages will enable you to measure how you:
1) Perceive the World
2) Construct the World
3) Engage the World





Perceiving the World
This is the active process of using your senses as you individually
experience stimuli from the world. Every individual perceives the
world through their senses. We actively and constantly filter new
experiences across a range of emotion and logic.
Directions: Respond to the following by selecting the answer that best
fits you…

4) You receive an e-mail from a co-worker about a lost pet containing a
picture of their dog.
a) You send a reply offering to join them that evening to
look in your same neighborhood.
b) You reply saying you will keep an eye out for the animal
as you live near your coworker.
c) You call the coworker to authenticate the request as the
message could be fraud.
5) People often describe me as a logical person.
a) I agree very strongly with this statement.
b) I somewhat agree with this statement.
c) This statement does not apply to me.

1) Your supervisor just dropped by your office to inform you that
they are relocating your office. You like your current location
and feel it has better aspects for your work duties.
a) I defend my current office location immediately,
raising my voice slightly to make emphasis.
b) I pause for a moment and then share my reasons
why I like my current office.
c) I stick to the facts and share only why my current
location improves my work ability.

6) When you consider buying a new car, which of the following best
describes you:
a) I look for color and style and how the car makes me feel.
b) I consider the color and style and fuel economy.
c) I am more concerned about fuel economy and value.

2) A coworker asks for help on a project with deadline they have
missed. They have a new child in the family and share that the
newborn has led to a significant loss of sleep.
a) I would offer to assist as much as possible as long as
my current duties could be met.
b) I would offer to assist them but only minimally as
long as my current duties could be met.
c) I would offer them guidance on resources to assist
them but stick to my duties.

7) When you are attempting to persuade someone which of the
following are you more likely to use overall:
a) I rely more on emotion when persuading people.
b) I balance emption and logic when persuading people.
c) I rely more on logic when persuading people.

8) What types of movies and books do you enjoy most?
a) I enjoy dramas and fictional stories with complex
characters and even some conflict.
b) I enjoy dramas and fiction as well as non-fiction writing
like “self-help” and “how-to” books.
c) I prefer non-fiction over fiction and do not care for stories
with drama and conflict.

3) I tend to empathize with people in difficult situations.
a) I agree very strongly with this statement.
b) I somewhat agree with this statement.
c) This statement does not describe me.





9) You have been tasked to find a speaker for an event at your company.
What type of speaker are you most likely to consider?
a) A motivational speaker capable of exciting your
organization and your fellow employees with an
interesting history, life story, or background.
b) An energetic speaker with an interesting background but
some type of model or message to share with your
company.
c) A confident speaker who sticks to facts and data to
support a topic of specific interest to your company.

Directions: Now that you have selected your preference for Emotion
OR Logic on the previous page, use the gauge below to select the
degree of your result. Think about how often you use emotion or logic.
Read the statements below and select the ONE STATEMENT that best
applies to you.

10) People often describe me as an emotional person.
a) I agree very strongly with this statement.
b) I somewhat agree with this statement.
c) This statement does not apply to me.

Calculate: Which of the following do your responses reflect more:
Emotion or Logic?

1) To what degree does this affect your personal perception of the
world? (choose only ONE)

SCORE: A=1 point, B=2 points, C=3 points
for each question.

I lean barely toward seeing the world EMOTIONALLY = E1
I lean slightly toward seeing the world EMOTIONALLY = E2
I lean generally toward seeing the world EMOTIONALLY =EL3
I lean heavily toward seeing the world EMOTIONALLY = E4
I lean extremely toward seeing the world EMOTIONALLY =E5

YOUR TOTAL SCORE: ____________ points

KEY: 10-15 = preference for emotion
16-30 = preference for logic

I lean barely toward seeing the world LOGICALLY = L1
I lean slightly toward seeing the world LOGICALLY = L2
I lean generally toward seeing the world LOGICALLY = L3
I lean heavily toward seeing the world LOGICALLY = L4
I lean extremely toward seeing the world LOGICALLY = L5

Record Your
Result Here

Record Your
Choice Here

E = emotion or L = logic


Example: L3



Constructing the World
Immediately after perception comes what many call
“cognition.” This is basically how we process the stimuli we receive, or
the act of synthesizing observations to build understanding and
knowledge. As we build, make, and form meaning from our world we
tend to do so across a range of “big picture” (holistic) perspective down
to small details.
Directions: Respond to the following by selecting the answer that best
fits you…
1) “Big Picture” people are said to “see the forest not the trees.” I
am a “big picture thinker.”
a) I agree very strongly with this statement.
b) I somewhat agree with this statement.
c) This statement does not describe me.

5) When I look at large advertisements in a magazine or
newspaper…
a) I often miss the details of the advertising and skip
the small print
b) While looking at the overall design I catch some of
the details and small print.
c) I tend to focus on the details and almost always read
the small print.

6) I have been told that I have a strong “eye” for details.
a) This statement does not apply to me.
b) This statement somewhat applies to me.
c) This statement absolutely applies to me.

7) Which of the following best describes you?
a) I am creative, strategic and visionary.
b) I can see patterns in large pictures as well as some
of the details.
c) I am conscientious and can make detailed plans.

2) It’s time again to pay the household bills. If I have enough to
pay them, this task makes me feel,
a) Stressed as even though I have the funds completing
all these details is not enjoyable.
b) Not stressed but not happy. I don’t mind doing the
details but don’t enjoy it either.
c) Rewarding and motivated as I enjoy doing detailed
work.

8) You have been tasked with creating a proposal for a new
business. What are you most likely to begin with as a
first step?
a) I would start with the broad vision and mission.
b) I would begin with defining what customers want
from our products or services.
c) I would need to know how much operating money
we had to start with and develop a budget.

3) My ideal job is to be responsible for large projects that
impact many people.
a) I agree very strongly with this statement.
b) I somewhat agree with this statement.
c) This statement does not describe me.
4) My ideal job is to manage the details of projects and tasks.
a) This statement does not describe me.
b) I somewhat agree with this statement.
c) I agree very strongly with this statement.




9) Smaller organizations often employ more generalists while
larger organizations need specialists. Assuming this is
true, where would you prefer to work?
a) I would prefer smaller organizations where I could be
tasked with different duties and larger challenges.
b) I would prefer a mid-sized organization where my
duties were sometimes flexible but not too challenging.
c) I would prefer a large organization where my duties
were very well defined and even repetitious.

Directions: Now that you have selected your preference for Holistic OR
Detail on the previous page, use the gauge below to select the degree of
your result. Think about how often you use emotion or logic. Read the
statements below and select the ONE STATEMENT that best applies to
you.

10) I have a low tolerance for busywork, filling out forms, and
entering detailed information into just about anything.
a) I agree very strongly with this statement.
b) I somewhat agree with this statement.
c) This statement does not describe me.

Calculate: Which of the following do your responses reflected more:
Holistic (“big picture”) or Detail?

1) To what degree does this perspective influence your thoughts and
constructs? (choose only ONE)
I lean barely toward the HOLISTIC in forming meaning = H1
I lean slightly toward the HOLISTIC in forming meaning = H2
I lean generally toward the HOLISTIC in forming meaning = H3
I lean heavily toward the HOLISTIC in forming meaning = H4
I lean extremely toward the HOLISTIC in forming meaning = H5
I lean barely toward the use of DETAILS in forming meaning = D1
I lean slightly toward the use of DETAILS in forming meaning = D2
I lean generally toward the use of DETAILS in forming meaning = D3
I lean heavily toward the use of DETAILS in forming meaning = D4
I lean extremely toward the use of DETAILS in forming meaning = D5

SCORE: A=1 point, B=2 points, C=3 points
KEY: 10-15 = preference for Holistic (big picture)
16-30 = preference for Detail

Record Your
Result Here

Record Your
Choice Here

Example: D3

H = Holistic or D = Detail





Engaging the World
Finally, after perceiving our world and constructing meaning we
engage and act. This is how we behave and interact with people and
our external environments. As we engage our world we tend to do so
across a range of “Altruistic” behaviors (service to others) to
“Individualistic” behaviors (service to self).
Directions: Respond to the following by selecting the answer that best
fits you…

1) “Giving back” to people and our community is important to me.
I reflect this in how I devote
time, energy, and resources in my life to others.
a) I agree strongly with this statement.
b) I somewhat agree with this statement.
c) This statement does not describe me.

2) Driving through a busy intersection on a local road you see an
apparently healthy man with a sign asking for money. You have
a few extra dollars you found in your laundry that morning.
a) You can’t give much but he genuinely looks in need
so you give him a few dollars.
b) He looks in need, but the community has other
services and he should not be begging.
c) He appears to be capable of work and should be
employed so you drive on.

4) You are offered a raise and promotion but your new job
moves you to a part of the company that you know has
a weak record of charitable giving and service to the
community.
a) I would not accept the position as social
responsibility is important to me.
b) I would want to talk to the supervisor and ask if that
area would support more charities.
c) I’d take the raise and promotion and hope that the
department improves its charitable history
5) I have a natural desire to help someone who is
struggling in life.
a) This statement does describe me.
b) This statement somewhat describes me.
c) This statement does not describe me.
6) Donations to extremely poor countries often serve to
perpetuate the misery of its people. In such cases, it’s
better not to give at all.
a) We should still give to lessen their misery and plight.
b) I need to know more about which specific countries.
c) Nations need to look to themselves for charity.
7) A close friend wants to build a roof to cover a bus
stop in a low income neighborhood and asks for help.
a) I would find the time and resources to help them.
b) If the area is safe, I’ll try to help if possible.
c) This is really an issue for that local community.
8) People who volunteer time and give to charities do this
largely for their own emotional rewards.
a) I do not agree with this statement.
b) I somewhat agree with this statement.
c) I agree with this statement.

3) I have been described as a “generous” person.
a) I agree strongly with this statement.
b) I somewhat agree with this statement.
c) This statement does not describe me.





9) How would you describe the degree of your service to others in
your life?
a) I have devoted a considerable portion of my time,
energy, and resources to others.
b) I have devoted an acceptable degree of service and
resources to others.
c) Honestly, I don’t devote a lot of time, energy and
resources serving others.

Directions: Now that you have selected your preference for Altruistic
OR Individualistic on the previous page, use the gauge below to select
the degree of your result. Think about how often you use emotion or
logic. Read the statements below and select the ONE STATEMENT that
best applies to you.

10) “Service learning” is a growing requirement in college
programs. It specifies that students must engage their
communities and volunteer time to support those less
fortunate or work on projects that benefit society.
a) I think colleges should require Service Learning.
b) Service Learning is good but should not be required.
c) I do not think Service Learning should be part of
college programs.
1) To what degree does this affect the direction of your time and
resources? (choose only one)

Calculate: Which of the following your responses reflected more:
Altruistic or Individualistic?

I lean barely toward ALTRUISTIC in my life = A1
I lean slightly toward ALTRUISTIC in my life =A2
I lean generally toward ALTRUISTIC in my life =A3
I lean heavily toward ALTRUISTIC in my life = A4
I lean extremely toward ALTRUISTIC in my life = A5
I lean barely toward INDIVIDUALISTIC in my life = I1
I lean slightly toward INDIVIDUALISTIC in my life = I2
I lean generally toward INDIVIDUALISTIC in my life = I3
I lean heavily toward INDIVIDUALISTIC in my life = I4
I lean extremely toward INDIVIDUALISTIC in my life = I5

SCORE: A=1 point, B=2 points, C=3 points
KEY: 10-15 = preference for Altruistic
16-30 = preference for Individualistic

Record Your
Result Here

Record Your
Choice Here

Example: A4

A = Altruistic or I = Individual.




Personal Harmonic Types (PHT) Index

Mapping your Personal Harmonics
Directions: Next, graph your selections on the grid below. Bubble in
the points you identified on the previous pages. This as a 3-D grid.

E H A: Emotional, Holistic, Altruistic:
EHA individuals perceive the world emotionally, preferring to
rely more on the “big picture” or vision of their world. They are
typically altruistic in their life, serving or helping others.
E D I: Emotional, Detail, Individualistic
EDI individuals perceive the world emotionally and tend to pay
attention to detail. They are more focused on their individual
needs when directing time, energy, and resources.
E D A: Emotional, Detail, Altruistic
EDA individuals perceive the world emotionally, and tend to pay
attention to detail. They are typically altruistic in their life, focused
on serving or helping others.
E H I: Emotional, Holistic, Individualistic
EHI individuals perceive the world emotionally, preferring to rely
more on the “big picture” or vision of their world. They are more
focused on their individual needs when directing time, energy,
and resources.
L H A: Logical, Holistic, Altruistic
LHA individuals perceive the world logically, preferring to rely
more on the “big picture” or vision of their world. They are
typically altruistic in their life, serving or helping others.
L D I: Logical, Detail, Individualistic
LDI individuals perceive the world logically and tend to pay
attention to detail. They are more focused on their individual
needs when directing time, energy, and resources.
L D A: Logical, Detail, Altruistic
LDA individuals perceive the world logically and tend to pay
attention to detail. They are typically altruistic in their life, focused
on serving or helping others.
L H I: Logical, Holistic, Individualistic
LHI individuals perceive the world logically, preferring to rely
more on the “big picture” or vision of their world. They are more
focused on their individual needs when directing time, energy,
and resources.

You now have a “Personal Harmonic Type” (PHT). These letters and
numbers will be used later as you determine your position relative to
your organizational culture.





Your Personal Harmonic Type (PHT) offers insight to how you
perceive, construct, and engage your world. These are the fundamental
experiences of any living organism. As you consider your PHT,
remember that this reflects your personal preferences. We all use
emotion and logic when seeing our world. We all build knowledge and
ideas from details and holistic thinking. And, we all act in the interest
of ourselves as individuals and to some degree, in the interest of others.
Organizations do exactly the same.
Finding your “Roo”
Now you’ll align your PHT with the types of “roos” in our story.
Each of the choices you made in determining your Personal Harmonic
Type offered insights on how you perceive, construct, and engage the
world. Looking back at our story The Herd those characteristics align
with the different types of animals that make up the herd. Each type is
based on the primary dimensions of how you filter your perceptions,
construct meaning from those perceptions, and select preferred
behaviors based on your constructs. Your selections reflect your
preferences both at work and in part in your personal life.
As you look at each type of roo, keep in mind that you are likely
to exist on the boundary of two types, or more. Each of us is a product
of our environment and our genetics. This is the nuture vs nature debate
that has existed for a very long time. We are all a mixture of many
influences. We recommend reading about each type, as you may
identify with attributes across several. Your results however will align
you with one dominant type and therefore your roo.
Let’s look closer at each type of roo.

Personal Harmonic Types (PHT) and Roo- Index
L H I: The Followroo
If you indicated you are Logical,
Holistic, and Individualistic. You
are likely a Followroo.
Followroos perceive the world
logically and see the “big picture”
or vision of an organization.
Remaining focused on their
individual needs, they prefer to
follow the directions of others and
serve the organization through
their individual time, energy, and
resources.
Followroos value loyalty in their work and lives. They prefer to
be given tasks and specific directions to achieve goals. They do no
usually challenge authority or question leadership. Followroos are
constantly watching the direction of the organization through their
holistic constructs. They are not “blind followers” and must see how
their contributions fit the vision and mission of the organization. If
they cannot see their individual benefit, Followroos will join different
groups in an organization to seek that fit.
Followroos are usually punctual and orderly and not prone to
wide ranges of emotion. They base their decisions on that logic and
will work very hard. As they value loyalty, they do not give it
unconditionally. Followroos must feel respected and valued. They
must be regularly informed of organizational direction and status to
secure their trust.
The Followroo Motto: Serving my Organization with Honor





E H A: The Chiparoo

L D A: The Bossaroo

If you indicated that you are
Emotional, Holistic, and
Altruistic, you are likely a
Chiparoo. Chiparoos perceive the
world emotionally and are
altruistic in their life, serving or
helping others. They regularly
pitch in to help the organization
achieve its larger vision. They are
the consummate volunteers
within their organizations.

If you indicated you are Logical,
Detailed, and Altruistic, you are
likely a Bossaroo. Bossaroos
perceive the world logically and
tend to pay attention to detail.
They are typically altruistic in
their life, focused on serving
others. They tend to concentrate
their efforts on their particular
part of an organization and serve
as a positive role model.

Chiparoos are highly motivated individuals. They are often
found on a larger number of committees and task forces than their
peers. While they do not prefer to take on leadership roles, they will do
so as needs dictate. Chiparoos are effective organizers and can rally a
group of individuals around a cause given their emotional preferences.
Like Followroos, Chiparoos see the bigger picture of the vision
and mission of their organizations. They commit to this based on their
altruistic drive to serve others. Passion is a major motivator for the
Chiparoo. Once they find a passion, they lock onto it and dedicate
large amounts of their time, energy, and resources to the goals aligned
with that passion.
You can think of a Chiparoo as the batteries in their
organization, providing the energy and motivation through their works
to others. They can get so caught up in that service that they neglect
their primary duties. You may have to tell your Chiparroo to slow
down, and focus that amazing energy. It’s not surprising to find
Chiparoos as leaders.

Bossaroos are the managers of their organizations.
They are driven by logic and often feel genuinely committed
to their areas of responsibility. Bossaroos are excellent
planners possessing an ability to see the details of any issue.
Bossaroos possess a very deep commitment to others
and may not even realize it. It is this altruistic value that often
sustains them when the degree of their responsibilities may be
overwhelming to others. Some Bossaroos may not even be
formally serving as supervisors and perceived by leadership
to be a Followroo. They may possess informal authority to the
extent that large numbers of organizational members look to
them in times of chaos or change.
When Bossaroos do have formal authority, they seek to
be good stewards of their power and influence. They typically
exist at the core of an organizational culture but can be moved
by cusp events related to their career pathway.
The Bossaroo Motto: Managing the Chaos through Positivity

The Chiparoo Motto: Serving our Mission with Passion





L D I: The Dataroo

E H I: The Smugaroo

If you indicated you are Logical,
Holistic, and Individualistic, you
are likely a Dataroo. Dataroos
perceive the world logically and
pay attention to detail. They apply
that attention to detail to the
logical operation and
optimization of the larger group.
Being individualistic, they direct
resources first to the group and
not outside members.

If you indicated that you are
Emotional, Holistic, and
Individualistic, you are likely a
Smugaroo. Smugaroos perceive
the world emotionally. Seeing the
big picture, they focus on their
individual needs and often
challenge the overall direction of
an organization. Such a role can
be vital to the long-term success
of the culture.

Dataroos are the statisticians of their organizations.
They are heavily driven by logic and work very hard to help
their organization make the best decisions on information.
Dataroos are excellent barometers of equity and fairness.
They are able to see in great detail how the organization
directs its resources.

Smugaroos are the voices of dissent in their
organizations. They are contrarians by nature and will take
the opposite position in many situations, just to be certain all
options are explored. Their emotional preferences make them
passionate about their concerns. They are typically good
communicators and not afraid to voice these concerns with
others.

This ability to focus on unbiased information places the
Dataroo in a unique position to influence culture. Do not
mistake their individualistic preference for a lack of empathy.
Dataroos are painfully aware of the realties facing their
organization and often the first to see challenging times well
ahead of their arrival.

Smugaroos can see complex situations clearly given
their holistic perspective. They tend to project future events
based on their perceptions and act on what they believe to be
true. Their emotional satisfaction with their organization’s
commitment to their individual interest is a strong indicator of
culture and any potential for cusp events.

Dataroos are highly valued and even more so in this
era of analytics. Datatroos are not limited to executive roles,
and can be found in all areas of operation. They often
influence organizational leaders and are critical to the core
culture for the information and analysis they provide.

Do not dismiss a Smugaroo as a disgruntled employee
or manager. They often have valid reasons for their attitudes
and can be excellent allies in adjusting organizational culture
to thrive in challenging times. Like a canary in the mine, they
can be a silent warning signal offering worthwhile guidance.

The Dataroo Motto: Leveraging the Power of Information

The Smugaroo Motto: Challenging the Norm with Pride





E D A: The Morpharoo

E D I: The Wanderoo

If you indicated that you are
Emotional, Detailed, and
Altruisitc, you are likely a
Morpharoo. Morpharoos perceive
the world emotionally, and tend
to pay attention to detail. They are
typically altruistic in their life and
will take on the role of any “roo”
to serve the needs of the
organization. Morpharoos adapt
to just about anything and can
succeed in almost any task.

If you indicated that you are
Emotional, Detailed, and
Individualistic, you are likely a
Wanderoo. Wanderoos perceive
the world emotionally and tend to
pay attention to detail. They are
more focused on their individual
needs and will often leave an
organization or area/department
to find a better fit for their needs
and desires.
Wanderoos are the nomads of the herd. They may
move from department to department, or organization to
organization by choice. Wanderoos may enjoy change as it
stimulates their emotional needs, or ironically despise it. They
can stay in one area to avoid change, and prefer that stability,
while “wandering in their mind.”

Morpharoos are the chameleons of the herd. They
possess a combination of traits that makes them suitable to
almost any duty assigned to them. Morpharoos will take on
the role needed by their organization even for extended
lengths of time. They are typically passionate about their
assigned role and perform with great commitment and
enthusiasm.

Wanderoos are often passionate about their investment
of time and energy. If they cannot see the benefit in what they
are doing they are quick to move along to new ground. They
also have an eye for detail and can spot a small problem
before it becomes a major issue.

Morpharoos are typically found within the core of an
organizational culture, or close to it. They are often, but not
always, valued by the leaders of the organizations for their
supreme adaptability combined with loyalty to the culture.
Morpharoos can be found at supervisory and even
executive levels as they often possess the most comprehensive
knowledge and history of their organizations. They have a
preference for change and enjoy serving in a variety of
positions.

Wanderoos are talented individuals and often very
creative though they may not enjoy recognition. It’s wise to
listen carefully to Wanderoos as they will offer unbiased
information and unique insights on a wide range of topics.
Their judgement is typically quite honest. Wanderoos are
excellent sources for ideas as well as competitive practices
they have learned elsewhere.

The Morpharoo Motto: Adapting to Serve wherever Needed

Wanderoo Motto: Lending my Talents toward Success





L H A: The Visiroo

Identifying with your Roo

If you indicated you are Logical,
Holistic, and Altruistic, you are
likely a Visiroo. Visoroos
perceive the world logically.
They prefer to rely more on their
“big picture” or vision of the
world. They are typically
altruistic in their life, and see
leadership as service to others and
service to their organization and
community.

As you read these types it may occur to you that the roo your
type is aligned with may not seem a complete fit. This is not unusual,
as many of the members of any group can exist on the boundary of
another type. If you look closely, the differences between any two
types is only one dimension.
The Personal Harmonic Type (PHT) will give you a deeper
understanding of how you prefer to perceive, construct, and engage
your world. These are major factors in driving what, how, and most
importantly why you choose to invest your life in the world of work.
It’s critical to recall a question we asked earlier in this book.
Why attempt to understand the position of each individual within an
organization? Why not just focus our efforts on the harder workers, the
loyal participants? Why waste time and effort on dealing with those
pesky outliers?

Visiroos are the “idea engine” of the herd. They are
constantly looking beyond the current horizon. They are
deeply committed to internal values and not always the
leaders of their organization. They have typically reached
their convictions through logic and are therefore remarkably
grounded in their beliefs and perceptions. From these strong
convictions Visiroos usually possess an enormous amount of
courage and energy.

The answer is that change often occurs on the margins of
organizations. This is why large corporations constantly buy out
smaller companies. Innovation tends to occur at boundaries. Chaos
and complexity within and across systems can be traced back to those
single events and individuals at the cusp of change.

Visiroos see the “big picture” and combine this trait
with an altruistic commitment that often extends beyond their
organization. They can inspire others and possess a passion
tempered by logic and experience.

Everyone is a Potential Innovator
For many years there has been a general mindset that human
beings don’t like change and are opposed to risk. We have begun to
challenge this assumption of a natural unreceptivity to change through
a more careful analysis of organizational realties (Giacquinta, 1975).
Everyone is not at the same level when it comes to risk-taking. Even
national cultures can influence the amount of risk individuals are
willing to tolerate. Kreiser, Marino, Dickson, & Weaver (2010) looked
at 1,048 companies across six nations. They found that uncertainty,
avoidance, and power distance played a significant role in the level of
risk taking.

Visiroos feed on opportunities to explore and grow.
They can be relentless in their vision, and often miss critical
details and concerns of others. Their unyielding courage and
endless curiosity gives them a high tolerance for risk and even
profound change.
Visiroo Motto: Inspiring all to Thrive through Courage





Consider the Smugaroo. While we may perceive that their
behavior is unacceptable, they were innovative in their adaptation to
the low-hanging fruit. Innovation can take undesirable forms and lead
to unintended outcomes. Regardless, it is by definition a departure
from standard practices and therefore some consider innovative.
When we exclude any individual from the culture of an
organization, we are not only limiting resources. We are also ignoring
what might be a critical opportunity. Virtually every human being is
designed to learn and solve complex problems. Whether we realize it
or not, every single one of us does this on a daily basis. We have
evolved to assess our environment and adapt our resources and
ourselves to the constant changes around us.
Systems that label people as resistors often fall victim to their
own self-fulfilling prophecies. Looking at the workforce as a “caste
system” will drive individuals into roles that will limit their capacity to
innovate and adapt. Individuals and departments are commonly tasked
by roles designed to provide goods and services. However, every
department or area of an organization should have ample opportunity
to contribute outside the scope of their regular duties.
As we attempt to better understand the relationship between
you and the culture of your organization, our next step is to complete
the OHT, or Organizational Harmonic Type. This will give you
insights to how you “align” with your corporate culture. Your
perceptions of that culture in part drive your motivations. They also
drive your willingness to take risks and to innovate. All of this, and
more, combines to determine how satisfied you are with your job.
Knowing where you are in relation to your organizational culture is a
lot like finding your place in The Herd.



The “Switch-a-roo”
Inevitably, you will ask yourself; can one type of “roo” change to
another? The values that we have acquired over time, or that were a
part of the culture we grew up in, are deeply embedded. Overall, our
preferences that emerge throughout life can be equally difficult to alter.
Most people would agree that people can change. Can you change
from a Bossaroo or a Wanderoo to a Visiroo? Is it possible to persuade
Smugaroos to become Followroos? The short answer here is, yes. There
are types that are more likely to change. Specifically, there are those
that share a “boundary.” We’ll discuss this in more depth later in the
book, under “Organizational Harmonic Responses.”
Organizational Harmonic Type
Now that you have established your Personal Harmonic Type
(PHT), let’s take a look at what you believe are the key characteristics
and values of your organization. As we mentioned earlier,
organizations function much like human beings. They too use their
“senses” to perceive the outside world, and then process those
experiences as they construct their products and services, and finally
engage customers, clients, or students across a range of interests and
behaviors. This we call, the Organizational Harmonic Type.



Organizational Harmonic Types
The next step in this process is to complete your Organizational
Harmonic Type (OHT). In this process you’ll ask yourself many of the
same questions in the Personal Harmonic Type (PHT). What we are
looking for here are personal insights on what you think your
organizational culture is, and how well you align with your
organization’s culture overall. It is essential that we begin this process
by acknowledging that it often takes many different types of people to
create a successful enterprise. As in The Herd, it takes many different
types of roos to grow an orchard. Like the PHT process, there is no
right or wrong answer.

CHAPTER 5

For this part of the process we are interested in your perceptions.
Like an individual, organizations go through three basic phases on a
daily basis. Organizations perceive their world through the data they
gather. Next, they construct their world through their policies and
procedures based on this data. Finally, they engage their world
through practices which drive their investment of their time, energy,
and resources. This is exactly what any living organism does; perceive,
construct, and engage.

Organizational
Harmonic
Types

The next step in the Organizational Culture Harmonics System
gives you an opportunity to express how you think your organization
does each of these steps. All together, these actions comprise the
culture of your organization, as seen from your unique perspective.
Your perceptions, and the perceptions of each member in your
organization, are a reflection of your actual culture. Many leaders think
they have established an effective and enduring culture. But, the actual
values of the organization mean little if they are not reflected across the
spectrum of its members.

Knowing your Herd

The Organizational Harmonic Type (OHT) is intended to reflect
your opinions on your organization, and give others the chance to do so
as well. There are no introductory questions as those found in the PHT.
As you complete this section, simply share the degree of preference you
think your organization has on the following aspects:





Data/Perception refers to how your organization gathers data.
Many organizations like to believe they are data driven. They seek
to make decisions on that data, but often unintentionally filter the
collection of that data based on their culture. Like individuals, they
do so across a range of emotionally-driven decisions and logicallydriven decisions.

ORGANIZATIONAL HARMONIC TYPE
Perceiving the World: The active process of selecting, gathering, and
mining the data gathered by the organization. (How the organization
filters the intake of information.)

Policy/Construction comes
next as the organization
processes the information
they have gathered. From
this emerges policy and
practice under cultures that
typically exist across a range
of “big picture” planning or
detail driven accountability.
Practice/Engagement
emerges as the organization
directs time, energy, and
resources on itself and its
members as well as on the
needs of others outside the
organization.

Directions: Every organization perceives the world through the data
that it gathers. Think about your organization and gauge whether the
world is seen “emotionally” or “logically.”
1) Which of the following “drives” your organization:
a) Emotion OR b) Logic
(circle one)
2) To what degree does this affect your organization’s
perception of the world? (choose below… only one)

As in your Personal Harmonic Type (PHT) all organizations use each
of these stages and dimensions within each stage. Emotion and logic,
holistic and detail, and altruism and individualism are not mutually
exclusive of each other. As you assess your organization keep this in
mind.

A: My organization leans barely toward the use of LOGIC = E1
B: My organization leans slightly toward the use of LOGIC = E2
C: My organization leans generally toward the use of LOGIC = E3
D: My organization leans heavily toward the use of LOGIC = E4
E: My organization leans extremely toward the use of LOGIC = E5
F: My organization leans barely toward the use of EMOTION = L1
G: My organization leans slightly toward the use of EMOTION = L2
H: My organization leans generally toward the use of EMOTION =L3
I: My organization leans heavily toward the use of EMOTION = L4
J: My organization leans extremely toward the use of EMOTION =L5

Think about these three aspects of your organization as you complete
the OHT on the following pages.

Record Your
Choice Here


Example: L3


Constructing the World: The act of synthesizing observations to
deliberately focus vision, mission, and policy. How the organization
drives decision making.

Engaging the World: The resulting practices derived from choices on
where and when to allocate organizational resources. (How the
organization interacts overall.)

Directions: Every organization makes decisions as it builds policy and
practice and directs resources. Think about how your organization makes
decisions and to what degree decisions are driven by holistic or detail.

Directions: Every organization directs its resources toward itself and/or
toward the outside world. Think about how your organization directs time,
energy, staff, and financial assets. Are these directed more toward others
outside the organization, or more toward the organization itself?

1) Which perspective drives your organization when constructing the
world (making decisions)? a) Holistic or b) Detail (circle one)
2) To what degree does this perspective drive decisions
in your organization? (choose below… only one).

1) Which of the following “drives” your organization:
a) Altruistic (needs of others) or
b) Individualistic (needs of organization)
2) To what degree does this affect your organization’s
direction of its resources? (choose below… only one)

A: My organization leans barely toward the HOLISTIC = H1
B: My organization leans slightly toward the HOLISTIC = H2
C: My organization leans generally toward the HOLISTIC = H3
D: My organization leans heavily toward the HOLISTIC = H4
E: My organization leans extremely toward the HOLISTIC = H5
F: My organization leans barely toward the use of DETAILS = D1
G: My organization leans slightly toward the use of DETAILS = D2
H: My organization leans generally toward the use of DETAILS = D3
I: My organization leans heavily toward the use of DETAILS = D4
J: My organization leans extremely toward the use of DETAILS = D5
Record Your
Choice Here

A: My organization leans barely toward the ALTRUISTIC= A1
B: My organization leans slightly toward the ALTRUISTIC = A2
C: My organization leans generally toward the ALTRUISTIC = A3
D: My organization leans heavily toward the ALTRUISTIC = A4
E: My organization leans extremely toward the ALTRUISTIC = A5
F: My organization leans barely toward the INDIVIDUALISTIC = I1
G: My organization leans slightly toward the INDIVIDUALISTIC = I2
H: My organization leans generally toward the INDIVIDUALISTIC = I3
I: My organization leans heavily toward the INDIVIDUALISTIC = I4
J: My organization leans extremely toward the INDIVIDUALISTIC = I5

Example: D3

Record Your
Choice Here


Example: A4


Mapping your Organizational Harmonics

Organizational Harmonic Types (OHT) Index

Directions: Next, graph your selections on the grid below. Bubble in
the points you identified on the previous pages.
Similar to your PHT, this as a 3-D grid.

E H A−Emotional, Holistic, Altruistic: EHA organizations
perceive the world emotionally, not always applying data and
relying more on the vision of the company. They are typically
altruistic in mission focused on serving others.
E D I−Emotional, Detail, Individualistic: EDI organizations
perceive the world emotionally, not always applying data and
tending to value detailed policy and compliance. They are
more focused on organizational needs.
E D A−Emotional, Detail, Altruistic : EDA organizations
perceive the world emotionally, not always applying data and
greatly valuing detailed policy and compliance. They are
more focused on needs outside their organization.
E H I−Emotional, Holistic, Individualistic: EHI organizations
perceive the world emotionally, not always applying data and
relying more on the vision of the company. They are more
focused on the needs of their organization.
L H A−Logical, Holistic, Altruistic: LHA organizations
perceive the world logically, applying data and relying less on
intuition. They focus on the vision of the company and on
altruistic service to others.
L D I−Logical, Detail, Individualistic: LDI organizations
perceive the world logically, applying data and relying less on
intuition. They tend to value detailed policy and compliance
and focus on the needs of the organization.
L D A−Logical, Detail, Altruistic: LDA organizations perceive
the world logically, applying data and relying less on
intuition. They tend to value detailed policy and compliance
yet focus on needs outside their organization.
L H I−Logical, Holistic, Individualistic: LHI organizations
perceive the world logically, applying data and relying less on
intuition. They rely more on the “big picture” or vision of the
company. They are more focused on the needs of the
organization.

You have now selected an
Organizational Harmonic Type (OHT).





Now that you have assigned your organization a harmonic type,
let’s reflect on what that might mean. The previous page offers general
descriptions of organizations based on these types. Dimensionality of
individual preferences for organizational cultures and the existence of
these cultures can be better understood. The idea of a “personorganization fit” has been around awhile. Oreilly, Chatman, &
Caldwell (1991) found that this predicts job satisfaction and
organizational commitment a year after it was measured and actual
turnover after two years. Their evidence attests to the importance of
understanding the fit between individuals' preferences and
organizational cultures.
Edgar Henry Schein, a former professor at MIT Sloan School of
Management, created a model to help us better evaluate organizational
culture (Schein, 2017). He proposes that organizational cultures have
three levels: artifacts and behaviors, espoused values, and what he
called “assumptions.” Examples of artifacts and behaviors include the
actual policies of the organization and its procedures. Espoused values
are the organization's stated values and rules of behavior. It is through
these values that the members represent the organization both to
themselves and to others. This is often expressed in official philosophies
and public statements of identity such as mission and vision
statements. Assumptions are shared and deeply embedded behaviors
which are often unconscious. These are so pervasive that they
constitute the essence of culture.

Perhaps most interesting to us is Schein’s position that
difficulties may arise in an organization if espoused values by leaders
are not in line with the deeper assumptions of the culture. In his recent
work he emphasizes that culture is “what a group learns” and sees
leadership and culture as “two sides of the same coin.” Finally, he
implores all of us to take culture as “serious business” and to “continue
to observe, study, and understand it.”
Ed partnered with his son, Peter Schein, in the creation of the
Organizational Culture and Leadership Institute (OCLI.org). Peter’s
work dealt with many of the technological start-ups in Silicon Valley as
well as giants like Sun Microsystems. Peter looks at “economic selfinterest” among millennials (think about our “individual vs altruistic”
domain) and many other variable impacting corporate culture. He uses
engagement surveys to measure corporate buy-in. Both Ed and Peter
don’t stop there. They espouse tracking group attitudes and precedent
events that continue to shape corporate culture dynamics. For these
reasons and many others, the next critical step in our process is to
compare your Personal Harmonic Type to your Organizational
Harmonic Type. We’ll perform a gap analysis which can be grouped
later for the very benefits the Scheins propose.
The initial comparison is to look at how you as an individual
align with your corporate culture. To do that, we’ll use an easy to
complete form. But first, let’s take a closer look at “harmonic variance.”

Schein (1997) went so far as to define culture as, “… a pattern of
shared basic assumptions that the group learned as it solved its
problems of external adaptation and internal integration, that has
worked well enough to be considered valid and, therefore, to be taught
to new members as the correct way to perceive, think, and feel in
relation to those problems.” This looks rather in line with our model
for organizational perception, construction, and engagement.





Measuring Organizational Culture Gaps
We’ve established the importance of understanding your
perceptions of your organizational culture. There’s a good deal of
research from experts with decades of experience behind them and
work with thousands of companies both big and small supporting our
approach. One of the things we have all learned is that culture is
complex. In terms of unique financial advantage, organizational
cultures that are difficult to imitate and able to change appear to be the
most lucrative (Barney, 1986). The more successful the culture, the
more likely it is that its members will be satisfied.

CHAPTER 6

How do we create these valuable and rare cultures? We can
start by doing our best to understand the specific gaps between the
members of the culture and the leadership or management. It’s widely
believed that leadership creates the vital link between organizational
effectiveness and the performance of individual people at the
organizational level (Jing & Avery, 2011). There’s a good deal of debate
across leadership styles, as well as how leaders affect groups and not
just individuals. But as far as influence, we are on solid ground when
we look at the links between the leaders and other members in the
organization.

Harmonic Variance
and the
Organizational
Gap Analysis

That’s what this next step is designed to address—what exactly
is the gap between the leaders of an organization and its members
when it comes to culture? To measure this, we need to establish the
variance between you and your organizational culture. That variance
represents the distance between you and the core in our concentric
adoption model. We’ll revisit that a bit later.

Understanding the Herd





Interpreting the Organizational Harmonic Map

Harmonic Variance

This system maps on a 3-axis grid, creating 8 unique cubes. This is
often called a “Cartesian System” as it contains an X, Y, and Z axis. The
result yields eight specific areas, or types.

Part of the assessment of you and your organization included
selecting a degree of reliance for each aspect of how you sense, think,
and act. You assigned a numerical value between 1 and 5 for each of
your selections. This actually places you and your organization in a
specific area across each of the dimensions in the cube. With this we
can look at the variance between you and the organization.
In the PHT and OHT there are 8 different types that result from
those 3 dimensions (perception, construction, engagement). Remember
our 8 different roos?

The placements you selected reflect your opinion on personal and
organizational perception of the world, construction of the world based
on those perceptions, and engagement of the world based on those
constructs. In other words, this is how you and your organization
sense, think, and act.





You also selected a degree of preference for each dimension from
1 to 5. You could have described your organization as “Extremely
Altruistic,” assigning it an A5, or yourself as “Slightly Altruistic”
assigning an A2. So, you actually have a total of 25 points in each of
those 8 types.

Determining your Organizational Harmonic Gap
We refer to the variance between you and your organization as a gap.
In this step you will triangulate your gap. This will allow us to
compare how closely aligned your preferences are to your perceptions
of organizational culture, and the extent of any gaps.
Example Harmonic Gap: The tables below represent example ratings in
the grids, with lines connecting the selected values.

EDA

In the Cartesian grid this will place your
assessment of that dimension not only in that
larger cube, but in a specific spot describing to
what degree those preferences apply. There are
actually a total of 225 different points you could
have selected.
Your Organizational Culture Gap Analysis

But there are still basically 8 different types. It’s a
matter of degree in terms of preference within a
specific type. That degree will give us the gap.

Now let’s map YOUR Organizational Harmonic Gap! Refer to the
previous page for examples on each step. Use the values that you
selected earlier in this exercise.
Look back at the pages where you selected your Personal Harmonic
Type and your Organizational Harmonic Type. Use those values to
complete the charts below.





RECORD YOUR PERSONAL HARMONIC TYPE:
Circle the appropriate Letter/Number in EACH row.
Remember there can be only ONE Letter/number combination in a
single row. After you have circled the values in each row, draw a line
connecting the values.

THE GAP: Count the number of squares in the grid that represent the
difference between the Personal Harmonic Type (PHT) and the
Organizational Harmonic Type (OHT) in each row, separately.

RECORD YOUR ORGANIZATIONAL HARMONIC TYPE: Circle the
appropriate Letter/Number in EACH
row. Remember there can be only ONE Letter/number combination in
a single row. After you have
circled the values in each row, draw a line connecting the values.

For example, in the first row the E3 for Personal type and L2 for the
Organization type covers a total of SIX (6) blocks (include the zero
block). In the second row, D2 for personal type and H4 for
organization represent SEVEN (7) blocks. Finally, in the third row A4
for Personal type and A4 for organization is counted as only ONE (1)
block (any values that are the same in a single row are counted as 1).
Example Gap Values:
ROW ONE = 6 + ROW TWO = 7 + ROW THREE = 1
TOTAL of ALL ROWS = (6 + 7 + 1) = 14

Next, we’ll look at the gap in our example. This is the distance in values
between the Personal Harmonic Type (PHT) and the Organizational
Harmonic Type (OHT).



In our example the individual is “14 units of variant” distance
from the core. Think back to our layers of Core, Participants, and
Outliers as well as our story The Herd. Those members closest to the
leaders in terms of aligned values are at the core of the culture. These
are likely, but not exclusively, Bossaroos, and Dataroos. Followroos and
any type can be part of the organizational culture core.



CALCULATING YOUR GAP: Record BOTH values from the previous
page in the table below.
1. There should be TWO (2) circles in EACH row. If you selected
the same value in any single row, you might have two circles in
one block.
2. Count the number of squares in the grid that represent the
difference between the Personal Harmonic Type and the
Organizational Harmonic Type in each row, separately.
Refer to the example on the previous pages. Remember to count
all the squares connecting values in each row and include the
ZERO (0) block. Any values that are the same in a single row are
counted as ONE (1).
YOUR ORGANIZATIONAL GAP

Your Layers of Organizational Culture Buy-in Based on Gap
The values of your gap (units of variance) reflect where you are as an
individual relative to your perceived corporate culture.
Layers of Organizational Culture Buy-in Based on Gap
The values of the gap (units of variance) reflect where each individual is
at relative to their perceived core of the corporate culture.
VARIANT GAP VALUES & CORPORATE CULTURE LAYERS

Core Culture = 0-9
Participants = 10-27
Outliers = 28-33

Complete YOUR Gap Values:
ROW ONE = ___ + ROW TWO = ____ + ROW THREE = ___

In our example the gap was “14 units of variance.” This indicates that
the individual completing the instrument is likely a Participant.
Participants are moderately engaged in corporate culture activities.
They are somewhat aligned with corporate culture values. However,
they do not represent the extremely loyal group at the center.

TOTAL of ALL ROWS = ___
This is your personal Organizational Harmonic Gap, expressed in
units of variance as a distance from what you perceived as the core of
the culture of your organization. Let’s look at that value and the
cultural layer you occupy.

The illustration above is intentionally designed as a gradient. People
that score a 9 or 10 are on a boundary between being at the Core and
being a Participant. Outliers are intentionally set at 28 to 33 as they
represent individuals who do not buy into the corporate culture they
perceive. Let’s take a look at where you fall in this continuum.





0-9: You are a Core Culture Member
It’s likely that you are well aligned with what you believe are the values
and practices of your organization. You largely agree with the
leadership of your organization.
10-27: You are a Participant Member of your Culture
It’s likely that you are somewhat aligned with what you believe are the
values and practices of your organization. You may disagree with
leadership, but engage your organization.

Power pales in comparison to Energy…
Let’s add this now, as powerful individuals alone seldom
succeed without the collective energy of well-aligned groups of people.
In our next section we will begin to look at using individual
Organizational Harmonic Gaps to determine where groups are, and
how we leverage culture.

28-33: You are an Outlier from your Culture
It’s likely that you are not aligned with what you believe are the values
and practices of your organization. You largely disagree with
leadership and minimally engage their vision.
From the beginning of this book we have emphasized the
following:
People are loyal to culture, not strategy...
Now you should have a better understanding of where you exist
relative to the culture of your organization. While there have been
many efforts to define corporate culture, it’s really your perception of
that culture that is most relative to your buy-in. Administrators and
leaders within an organization can attempt to establish what they think
should be the core values of that culture. They can institute policy and
practices as they think best, responding to internal and external
influences in a very complex world. However, this can prove
meaningless in the absence of transparency.
Trust begins with Transparency…
Among the many effective practices of leadership trust and
transparency may reign supreme. Organizational leaders must gain
their follower’s trust, particularly in times of turmoil and change. A
leader’s level of positivity and transparency has been found to be a
strong predictor of their perceived effectiveness (Norman, Avolio, &
Luthens, 2010). Understanding your perceptions of that trust is a
positive step toward improving the ability of an organization to thrive.




Group Dynamics and Organizational Harmonics
We mentioned Edgar Henry Schein earlier. Dr. Schein is
considered by many to be the “father of the study of organizational
cultures.” Dr Schein (2004) offers that, “Consensus on the core mission
does not automatically guarantee that the members of the group will
have common goals”. This is just one of many “shared assumptions”
he details. He emphasizes in his works that assessment of individual
alignment with organizational cultures must be accompanied by a
deeper analysis of group dynamics. How groups are formed, their
distribution of power and status, and rewards and punishment among
groups are just a few of these dynamics.

CHAPTER 7

Dr. Schein concludes that groups must establish a common
language and reach consensus on boundaries of the group. He sees
these as dimensions of their culture. These boundaries extend into even
what is truth and what is myth, the nature of time and reality, and
human relationships. Of interest to us is his inclusion of how a group
tests for reality as they reach consensus on what constitutes data,
information, and knowledge. He goes as far as stating, “…one of the
most important dimensions of culture is the nature of how reality,
truth, and information are defined.” As we addressed earlier, this
process of perception, construction, and engagement drive policy,
procedure, and action in an organization.

Organizational
Cultures
and the
Harmonic Range

Schein recommends organizational cultural assessments not be
conducted in the absence of an organizational problem. The
Organizational Culture Harmonics model sees this differently, as
organizations are constantly facing problems every day. He asserts that
it is extremely difficult to quantify organizational culture. The goal is
not to quantify the complex elements of culture, but periodically assess
the perceived gaps among leaders and members of that culture.

Monitoring the Herd





If we seek to aid organizations in thriving, we must look at
groups within our herd, not just individuals. The next step in the
Organizational Culture Harmonics model does just that. By further
investigating the data derived from individuals, we can even establish
where an organizational culture is along a scale of harmonics. In
reality, that is a shifting position. Subcultures within the organization
constantly experience their own dynamics.
Dr. Schein offers a model with ten steps to assess groups within
organizations. His is a qualitative model where the assessment is based
on interviews with members of the organization. The goal of this
method is to identify cultural assumptions and determine whether or
not any of these assumptions could prove to be a barrier or asset to a
specific organizational objective. This is a valid and proven approach
assisting many corporations when addressing challenges.
It’s important here to largely follow Dr. Schein’s guidance and
not think of an organizational culture as itself a problem. That would
be like looking at “personality traits” as an illness. Think of it as a
current state of that particular culture. Within and across groups those
shared assumptions are moving, constantly impacting core values to
some degree. Recall that the study of these complex systems is part of
Chaos Theory. Complex adaptive systems appear across virtually all
human endeavors. Organizational cultures are no different.
Our model differs from Dr. Schein’s in that it is largely
quantitative. Let’s return to our Organizational Harmonic Range.
This is the gradient scale based on music theory we mentioned earlier.
When we place an organizational culture along this scale, we gain
numerical insights to its identity. From that we can then explore
“harmonic responses.”



Organizational Harmonic Range & the Gap Analysis
In exploring your Personal Harmonic Type, you determined
preferences related to your world. Then, you assessed your perceptions
of the culture of your organization along those same dimensions.
Finally, you calculated the gap between your preferences and your
perception of the organization. The maximum range of that gap spread
from zero to thirty-three. If we place this on the Organizational
Culture Harmonic Range we get the following scale:

Think back to your personal Organizational Gap value. In our
earlier example the individual scored a total gap of 14 (fourteen). On
the scale above, this places that individual in “consonance” with their
perceived organizational culture. It’s likely that this person has an
acceptable degree of agreement with leadership and the “assumptions”
Dr. Schein identifies.
Where does that place you on the scale? Are you in consonance
with your culture, or dissonance? If we were to gather our gap analysis
data on every member of an organization we could easily calculate
averages and place these on the scale. We can perform these
calculations among divisions, departments, years of service, average
salaries, and fundamental demographics such as age. What might the
values look like for millennials in your organization? What if we could
map this for all members on our 3-D grid?



The Future and Full Cultural Harmonic Mapping
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) represent one of the most
powerful tools available to our species at this time in history. They help
us map everything from traffic density to climate changes on local and
global levels. GIS systems represent data visually and layer data from
many variables, allowing us to quickly spot unique relationships.

Combined Personal Harmonic &
Organizational Harmonic Map
PHT
OHT

At the time of the printing of this edition of the book the
software allowing us to enter and map our gap variances does not exist.
If it did, we could quickly group, separate, and average the values in
order to see the degree of gap between members, groups, and any
variations. Maps for individuals would look something like the image
below.

The OHT in this image represents the mapping of an
Organizational Harmonic Type. You can see in this example that there
is a noticeable difference between the Individual and their
Organization. The PHT could also represent the averages of a given
department, division, or group. The point is that it is possible to
quantitatively measure and monitor perceptions of organizational
members related to their perceptions of organizational culture. Further,
leadership could use such maps to address problems and/or
opportunities before they reach a “cusp event.”

The general shape of the triangle formed by the three lines you
connected in the grid exist on the Cartesian plot. This profile actually
exists as a plane within the 3-D grid of the harmonic map (pictured
above). Here is an exaggerated example of a Personal Harmonic Type
values. By itself, this is not particularly revealing. However, if we layer
this data with the Organizational Harmonic Type we can literally
begin to see the gap and its severity if it exists.



We have provided a few resources to assist organizations in
monitoring organizational culture and leveraging their data. You can
find these in the appendix of this book. These paper-based forms
precede the current software development of the Organizational
Culture Harmonics system currently under development. They are
provided to assist you in applying the data you can gather on your
organizational culture as it adapts over time. Leveraging this data is at
the heart of the system, empowering you and every member of your
organization to better understand the culture as a whole, and how this
relates to each and every member of your organization.



ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE HARMONICS
INSTRUMENTS
(forms start on page 135)
1) Personal Harmonic Type (PHT) see Chapter 4.
(This instrument is intended to be completed one time.)

Such monitoring allows the leaders of organizations to guide
and intervene in their preferred leadership approaches. Mapping over
time could even be used to track organizational culture perceptions
relative to performance (overall profit/loss, graduation rates,
productivity indicators, etc.). The applications of quantitative analysis
are virtually endless.

2) Organizational Harmonic Type (OHT)
(conduct and measure twice annually)

How would an organization or its leaders practically use such
data? This we call “Harmonic Responses.”

3) Organizational Culture Gap (OCG)
(measure at least twice annually)
ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE HARMONICS
ANALYSIS GUIDES
4) Mapping Corporate Culture Layers
(measure at least twice annually)
5) Calculate your Organizational Culture Harmonic Range

6) Tracking Historic Organizational Culture Harmonic Range
PERSONAL HARMONIC TYPE
ANALYSIS GUIDES
7) Compare PHT scores across the Entire Organization

8) Compare PHT scores within a Unit or Department





Working in the Herd
In the previous chapters we have offered tools that are intended
to help each member of an organization better understand their place
relative to the overall culture. As we have said, culture is a complex
thing. Overall, organizational culture is composed of how people
interact and work together. Our tools offer valuable insights on how
individuals perceive their world, construct their world, and engage
their world. The Personal Harmonic Type (PHT) reveals their “culture
of one.” In this chapter, we’ll discuss how this knowledge can be put to
use by individuals as they constantly navigate their daily work settings.

CHAPTER 8

Organizational cultures cannot be leveraged without putting
some effort into getting the different individuals within it to cooperate.
It’s not about achieving complete cooperation. It’s better to focus on
increasing the understanding among the individuals as they work
together to achieve the goals of different groups.

Personal Harmonic
Responses

The Cultural Harmonics System creates eight different types of
individuals we call “roos.” At this point, everyone completing the PHT
knows which type of “roo” best describes their personal preferences.
Becoming familiar with each type can help you in working with others
of those varied types. For example, if you identified with the Chiparoo,
it could be difficult at times to understand why others don’t get more
involved with company activities. If you identified with the Dataroo,
you may not agree with emotional reactions of others regarding a new
policy. If you identified with a Wanderoo,” you may not appreciate
certain types of tasks a supervisor assigns to you compared to those
tasks preferred by a “Chiparoo.” While the combinations and
possibilities are quite numerous, we can all look at the general work
preferences of each type.

Thriving in the Herd





Proximity Cube by Roo Type

Mapping your Fellow Workers and Colleagues
Take a moment to think about a coworker or colleague, and
which type of “roo” you think they might be. You can select someone
in your area you report to or at any level in the organization. Think
about what you believe their preferences are, and complete the task
below:
COLLEAGUE/COWORKER QUICK ROO TYPE
Thinking back to your Personal Harmonic Type (PHT), fill in the circles
below with one letter for each dimension that you believe best describes
the colleague/coworker you
have in mind.
E = Emotion or L = Logic, H = Holistic or D = Detail,
A = Altruistic or I = individualistic

Recall that our eight types are actually positioned in a “cube”
formation. Each type is adjacent to another, as it shares preferences
with those types. Conversely, some of the types don’t have much in
common at all. By looking at the cube above, you can see which types
share boundaries and preferences. You can also see those differences.
For example, Visiroos share a lot in common with Chiparoos and
Bossaroos but differ significantly from Wanderoos. Likewise, Morpharoos
share traits with Wanderoos and Chiparros and but differ significantly
from Followroos. Our goal here is to offer you recommendations and
suggestion on how to optimize your working relationships with
different “roos” in your herd.



Based on the letters you chose above for the dimensions, use the
“Proximity Cube by Roo Type” on the previous page and determine
which “Roo” you think best describes your colleague/coworker. You
can repeat this as often as desired for other individuals. Now that you
have someone else at your organization in mind, let’s explore general
guidelines for working with each type.



Guidelines for Working with Different Roos by Dimension

Guidelines for Working with Different Roos by Dimension
(continued)

Emotional
Logical
Chiparoos, Morpharoos,
Visiroos, Bossaroos,
Wanderoos, Smugaroos
Dataroos, Followroos
ENCOURAGE
Personal praise
Evaluation by evidence
Unplanned feedback
Scheduled assessment
Flexible goals
Defined goals
Open discussions
Planned agendas
Social networking
Strategic relationships
“Voice your ideas…”
“Write your objectives…”
AVOID
“You did this…”
“It’s not my problem…”
Harsh criticism
Random critiques
Emotional conflicts
Emotional outbursts
Succinct commentaries
Lengthy commentaries
“Be more productive…”
“Take it easy…”
“Can’t, don’t, won’t”
“Might, could, may”

Altruistic
Individualistic
Visiroos, Chiparoos,
Wanderoos, Smugaroos,
Bossaroos, Morpharoos,
Dataroos, Followroos
ENCOURAGE
Volunteering with them
Listening to them
Peaceful collaboration
Outcomes-based engagement
General compassion
Behavior specific critiques
Optimistic communication
Incentives & recognition
Emphasizing group action
Focus on individual action
“We succeeded by…”
“You succeeded by…”
AVOID
“You shouldn’t devote time”
You should devote time”
“Somebody should…”
“Everybody should…”
Self-focused commentaries
Group-focused commentaries
Overly excessive praise
Non-specific praise
Negative attitudes
Overly optimistic attitudes
“There’s absolutely no way
“ I guarantee we can easily
we can do this.”
do this.”

Holistic
Details
Visiroos, Chiparoos
Morpharoos, Bossaroos,
Followroos, Smugaroos
Wanderoos, Dataroos,
ENCOURAGE
Brainstorming discussions
Analytic discussions
Exploring intuition
Focus on facts
Open creativity
Planned innovation
Listening to their concerns
Evaluating their issues
Positive approach to problem Critical approach to problem
“Let’s look at the big picture” “Let’s focus on the details”
AVOID
Detailed criticisms
General criticisms
Direct confrontation
Group confrontation
Individual blame
Unstructured complaints
Cornering the person 1:1
Pressuring the person 1:many
“You’re not …good at this…” “We’re not …good at this…”

Some of these recommendations are actions to encourage in
others. Some of these are actions you might explore choosing when
you work with that specific type. As addressed earlier, we must
emphasize that most people possess both of the traits in any particular
dimension. For example, almost everyone has altruistic behaviors as
well as individualistic behaviors. Beck (2002) defines this as “altruistic
individualism,” where individuals serve themselves as well as society.
So, you can consider whether or not the recommended actions in this
guideline are appropriate for someone based on their type as well as
your knowledge on other aspects of their behaviors and preferences.
Let’s look next at aspects of working with each type.





Working with Bossroos
Working with Visiroos
Visiroos are inspirational risk-takers. Whether they are in formal
leadership positions or not, they can be relentless in their goals and
preferences. Careful review of this map and patience are key to
working well with your Visiroos…

Bossaroos are performance driven managers. They typically like
behaviors they can measure. If you bring them a problem, also bring
several solutions and a positive attitude. These are keys to working
well with your Bossaroos…
The Bossaroo Motto: Managing the Chaos through Positivity

Visiroo Motto: Inspiring all to Thrive through Courage




Working with Followroos

Working with Dataroos
Dataroos are information driven and do not prefer to engage in
emotional or ill-defined discussions. Stick to facts you can support and
do not speculate when you engage them. These are keys to working
well with your Dataroos…

Followroos value loyalty based on transparency and trust. Be
sure to be open and informative with them and do not hide your
agenda. They appreciate candor and clarity. These are keys to working
well with your Followroos…
The Followroo Motto: Serving my Organization with Honor

The Dataroo Motto: Leveraging the Power of Information





Working with Smugaroos

Working with Chiparoos
Chiparoos are highly motivated contributors and tremendous
allies. They appreciate recognition and despise sloth. Offering to help
on projects with them can gain their support. These are keys to working
well with your Chiparoos…

Smugaroos will challenge the status quo of an organization. They
can be predictors of major organizational problems. Listen carefully to
their opinions and concerns. These are keys to working well with your
Smugaroos…
The Smugaroo Motto: Challenging the Norm with Pride

The Chiparoo Motto: Serving our Mission with Passion




Working with Morpharoos
Working with Wandaroos
Wandaroos often bring new ideas and values to an organization.
Allow them to express these ideas but try not to corner or crowd them.
They do not respond well to demands. These are keys to working well
with your Wandaroos…

Morpharoos are multi-talented engines of productivity. Let them
lead a group or offer specific tasks that vary when working with them.
They can adapt to almost anything. These are keys to working well
with your Morpharoos …
The Morpharoo Motto: Adapting to Serve wherever Needed

Wanderoo Motto: Lending my Talents toward Success




Organizational Culture is not an Illness
Throughout this process we have tried to emphasize that there is
no right or wrong answer regarding the PHT or OHT. The same
applies to the analysis of the relationships between you and your
organization, or any group to another.
Some organizations value dissonance in their culture and
actually depend upon it. Differences, debate, and dissonance can be
essential to progress. Employing different type of individuals tasked
with different goals and functions may require fundamentally different
preferences across individuals—different personalities. It’s actually
beneficial to have a few Smugaroos.

CHAPTER 9

Other organizations thrive in states of consonance. Achieving
consensus on common goals and participation across shared activities
and values can be essential to their survival and growth. Some even
demand a consistent culture where differences in the preferences
measured here can result in very negative consequences.

Organizational
Harmonic
Responses

The goal of this instrument is not to judge an organization, but
rather to empower managers, leaders, and participants in any
organization with an open tool to explore the ranges of harmony across
individuals and units. Recall that you can look at the data derived from
this tool across departments, within divisions, or even an entire global
organization.

Leading the Herd

This is the first step in a much larger journey of organizational
change or stability. It’s okay to be an EDI organization or any type. But
what does leadership want to do once they assess perceptions of their
culture? Each year, as you either develop or revisit your strategic plan,
you should be mapping your organizational culture. Over time, you
will be able to see shifts in personnel concentrations as members of
your organization change. You will also be able to gain insight on the
overall degree of satisfaction (expressed by the number of individuals
within the core). These trends should prompt you to consider a variety
of responses as you continually adjust your planning.





Organizational Harmonic Responses
The literature on organizational change is vast. Companies and
organizations have been mining this body of research for decades as
they seek competitive advantage as well as new ways to cooperate with
each other. We’ve even begun to add new words to our language to
describe our responses to an increasingly complex global economy; like
ethonomics, and cooperatition. The goal of this book was to empower
you and your organization with insights on the absolute power of
culture. However, we’d be remiss if we did not address what to do
after that assessment.
How should leaders respond if the results of their
Organizational Harmonics maps and data are severely skewed? It’s
entirely possible to discover that they have an incredibly small Core
Culture. Perhaps their organizational culture perception analysis
shows a large number of members on a boundary between Participants
and Outliers. Conversely, they may discover that they have no Outliers
and are pondering how they lost the value of disagreement among their
members. While the possibilities are numerous, we can look at three
initial states from which intervention strategies, or “harmonic responses,”
can be considered.

Response Type 1: Change the Organizational Members…The Switcha-roo: Organizations can choose to try to change the types across their
members. Many members exist on a “boundary” with strong potential
for change. If you need more Followroos or Visiroos, or have too many
Smugaroos you can seek to create them internally.
Response Type 2: Close the Organizational Gap… Reduce the gap not
necessarily change the type of the organization. This builds a stronger
common core culture and potentially clarifies shared assumptions and
improves targeted performances.
Response Type 3: Embrace the Organizational Diversity… Specifically
acknowledge the gap and manage the organization to leverage those
differences (staffing, marketing, budget implications) toward
improving targeted performances.
Response Type 4: Change the Organization Type…
This is the most radical and challenging. Moving from an EDI to EDA
organization takes tremendous energy, risk, and resources. Leadership
can decide whether or not Emotion, Altruism, and Holistic, or any
dimension, merits movement. Transparency and trust should prevail
among all members.
Managing internal change is no small task. For this very reason,
there is now a popular industry in consulting that focuses on assisting
organizations in constant adaptation. It’s often difficult, if not
impossible, to be objective when examining one’s own culture. Tidd &
Bessant (2016) talk about this innate challenge and the “dissonance”
that often accompanies it:

Data from your
Organizational Harmonic
Gap can reveal a need to
consider several major
categories of potential
responses:

“In some ways organizations behave in a fashion
similar to individuals who exhibit what psychologists call
‘cognitive dissonance’ – that is, they interpret signals
coming in as reinforcing what they want to believe. Even if
the evidence is strongly in other directions they have the
capacity to deceive themselves – in part because they have
so much investment (financial, physical and emotional) – in
preserving the existing model. Numerous examples exist
where such cognitive blinkers stopped otherwise ‘smart’




organizations from reacting to external challenges as their
core competencies became core rigidities.”

Another Switch-a-roo of interest may be the difference between a
Followroo (LHI) and a Smugaroo (EHI). If your culture exhibits too many
of either, you can explore developing workshops or training that target
the dimension of Emotion vs Logic in the workplace.
Fostering more opportunities for individuals to express
emotions related to planning can yield passion and creativity.
Conversely, training designed to strengthen the use of logic and the
filtering of decision based on emotion can increase stability and
cooperation among groups and individuals.

Here then are a few specific responses to the four initial states
that may have been revealed through your Organizational Culture
Harmonics analysis.
Response Type 1: Change the Organizational Members…
The Switch-a-roo:
Earlier in the book we mentioned The Switch-a-roo. If your
Organizational Culture Harmonics analysis indicated you have too
many of any particular type (or not enough) that produce an undesired
aspect of your culture, you can move to change them. Your data may
reveal you have too many “outliers” who identify themselves as
Smugaroos. It may be that there are too many Followroos and not enough
dissent and creativity lacking Wanderoos. The idea here is to work
toward your ideal distribution of types that match your organizational
goals.
The difference between types is actually at its core a matter of
preference across a given dimension. For example: A Bossaroo (LDA)
largely differs from a Visiroo (LHA) across the dimension of Constructing
the World. Supervisors who lead aspects of departments in
organizations can focus more on details and the relatively smaller
picture of their world from their area or department. Visionaries most
often display a wider view of phenomenon and see their world through
a larger scale. As individuals progress in years of service, their
knowledge and experience can expand giving them opportunities for a
broader vision. It is quite possible for a Bossaroo (LDA) to evolve or
adapt to become a Visiroo (LHA).
In contrast, it’s less likely that a Wanderoo (EDI) would change to
a Visiroo (LHA) as they are opposites in every dimension. The logical,
detailed, and individualistic preferences of Wanderoos represent
significant differences from the Visiroo characteristics.



Type differences are not insurmountable. From a human
resources perspective your organization can offer training in any given
dimension. Leadership training is essential to all organizational
cultures and should continue. You can enhance this and other training
programs by focusing training opportunities on those types that are
more likely to change. Remember to look back at your overall
Consonance vs Dissonance range and adjust according to the overall
vision and mission of your organization as you select such Switch-aroos.
You might also consider the “degree” of preference across types
as you gather data on your organizational members. For example: A
person who scores L3D1A5 is right at the boundary of the Visiroo type.
Their score of “D1” (Detail) is one increment of preference from an H
(Holisitic). If you are looking for more Visiroos in your organization,
they would likely make an excellent candidate. You will note that
Smugaroos are on the boundary of Wanderoos and Chiparoos. It’s a good
idea to recognize your Chiparoos and incentivize your valued Wanderoos
in your herd. Cueing your area managers on such insights can prove a
worthwhile pathway to make sure your herd adapts to changing
conditions as desired.
Those degrees of preference are powerful tools in identifying
new leaders among your members. They are also very powerful tools
in detecting and intervening before negative “cusp events” can occur.
The following table illustrates most-likely type changes across
one dimension:


Switch-a-roo Potential Table
TYPE
Followroo

Harmonic
LHI

Bossaroo

LDA

Dataroo

LDI

Visiroo

LHA

Smugaroo

EHI

Chiparoo

EHA

Morpharoo

EDA

Wanderoo

EDI

CHANGE
L to E
H to D
I to A
L to E
D to H
A to I
L to E
D to H
I to A
L to E
H to D
A to I
E to L
H to D
I to A
E to L
H to D
A to I
E to L
D to H
A to I
E to L
D to H
I to A

Result
Smugaroo
Dataroo
Visiroo
Chiparoo
Visiroo
Dataroo
Wanderoo
Followroo
Bossaroo
Chiparoo
Bossaroo
Followroo
Followroo
Wanderoo
Chiparoo
Visiroo
Morpharoo
Smugaroo
Bossaroo
Chiparoo
Wanderoo
Dataroo
Smugaroo
Morpharoo

Response Type 2: Close the Organizational Gap
As organizations grow in scale they can lose some or much of
their original and founding characteristics.
In these scenarios, gaps across units in the organization can develop.
Highly successful companies such as Microsoft, Google, Amazon, and
British Airways to name a few have gone through radical
reorganizations. Each at some point was driven by performance data or
profit declines leading them to
propose substantial change.

Variance*
X = 1-5
X = 1-5
X = 1-5
X = 1-5
X = 1-5
X = 1-5
X = 1-5
X = 1-5
X = 1-5
X = 1-5
X = 1-5
X = 1-5
X = 1-5
X = 1-5
X = 1-5
X = 1-5
X = 1-5
X = 1-5
X = 1-5
X = 1-5
X = 1-5
X = 1-5
X = 1-5
X = 1-5

In Microsoft’s case, in 2014 new CEO Satya Nadella led a major
restructuring to address destructive internal competition across
divisions within the massive company. Products and platforms existed
as separate groups, highly competitive for overall corporate resources.
These were significant gaps across units. Under the new restructuring,
all Microsoft employees would focus on a limited set of common goals.
This strategy began to close the gaps across units, moving the company
toward a restoration of
its common culture.
If your Organizational Culture Harmonics reveals gaps across
your units, there are approaches you can use. If we can leverage
organizational routines as a launch point for change, it may be a good
place to start (Feldman & Pentland, 2003). One approach to consider is
the formation of teams to review standard practices and policies. All
too often, companies do not revisit their manuals of policy. Tasking
teams to periodically revisit policy can reveal problems before they
arise or escalate.

* Variance is an expression of “potential” where the degree of preference for
any type is a range of X = 1-5 (recall the “levels” of preference from the
Personal Harmonic Type range from 1 to 5 for each dimension). The higher
the preference the more likely the difficulty to change that dimension.
This table is offered only as a general guide. Remember that you
can always seek to hire by type and/or choose to attempt any changes
across types as desired. The effort here is to refine your human
resource management by leveraging insights to personal types.


Lewin's Change Management Model is a simple and easy-tounderstand framework for managing change as you address the gaps
you have identified. Lewin uses an “Unfreeze, Freeze, Refreeze” cyclic
approach to engage stakeholders (Levasseur, 2001). He starts with a
survey to understand the culture, encourages transparency and
communication, and the anchoring of changes to the organizational
culture. Full details of the model, publications, and reviews are easily
located online.


The Primacy of Trust and Transparency



Trust is a fundamental element for organizational harmony.
Units across the organization and members within must trust that all
are focused on and contributing to common goals.

Historic Funding Patterns: An open look at prevailing budget
allocations and decisions

The key here is transparency. Older leadership and management
approaches dealt with an elite group of individuals making decisions
on organizational priorities and direction. In today’s reality of rising
complexity, these approaches limit input and are no longer optimal for
organizational culture and the expectations of its members, and even
clients or customers.
Addressing the Illusion of Inclusion

If your assessment revealed a gap in organizational harmonics,
it’s likely that a trust issue exists in your culture. Most organizations do
a good job of establishing a vision and communicating their mission.
Having a shared vision and defined mission are the first steps to
consonance.

“The Illusion of Inclusion” is a phrase used in organizations where
methods are not genuinely attached to measurable outcomes and
action. Standing committees that are organized each year which do not
produce observable impact on an organization are just one example.
Countless hours are spent writing plans that are rarely implemented,
resulting in apathy among stakeholders if not outright morale decline.
As you look at ways to structure inclusion, every effort must create
opportunities for buy-in. A common mistake in such efforts is not
accepting that universal acceptance is unrealistic.
Here are some strategies to create genuine inclusion:

This must be followed by transparent sharing of budget
allocations across the organization to all members. The direction of
resources is largely the purview of executive leadership. As units
within the organization request resources, all stakeholders must be
informed of allocation decisions. A critical distinction here is process.
Leadership should share information annually at a minimum on
the following:



Budget Sources & Flow: Revenue and funding sources both
recurring and non-recurring
Mandated Allocations: Expenses and or services dictated by law
or priority (based on mission)




Open Budget Forums: Large sessions giving a broad view of the
organizational budget plan. These are intended to increase
transparency and increase trust. Here again, the objective is not to
reach total or even partial consensus. Such sessions should allow
open commentary and as much feedback and data on the decisions
that led to the disclosed budget.
Collaborative Budget Sessions: Organized by similar groups or mixing
areas, these sessions allow members to offer recommendations for
expenditures. Prior rules for consensus building and facilitative
leadership are needed to ensure that such sessions do not become
ground for consistent negativity.
Added Value Initiatives: If monetary incentives cannot be
constructed within a given budget, organizations can still attempt to
offer inexpensive benefits to members. These can take the form of
collaborative efforts such as clothing banks for dependents, positive
projects focusing on community issues such as food drives and
assisting external non-profits. The key here is to formalize activity
targeting core organizational values with little or no cost.
Age-Driven Inclusion: A lot of research has been conducted on engaging
the ever-increasing variety of generations by age within an
organization. What a Millennial values can differ greatly from a
Generation-X, Baby Boomer, and the arriving “Generation Z.” Invest
time in creating organizational activities designed to foster
collaboration across these generations and satisfaction within them.

Response Type 3: Embrace the Diversity
The second major possible finding in conducting Organizational
Culture Harmonics is based on diversity. Recall that our continuum of
organizational culture ranges from “consonant” to “dissonant.” In this
scenario, we might find that a particular organization is substantially
dissonant.
As mentioned earlier, managing human resources by
“personality type” has been a popular approach. Typing by personality
has a long history, extending back to the work of Dr. Carl Jung. Jung
and Baynes (1923) created a theory based on eight personality types.
They speculated that an individual is either an extrovert or introvert,
and that as humans we experience the world through four primary
psychological functions – sensation, intuition, feeling, and thinking.
Jung & Baynes theorized that one of these four functions is dominant
for a person most of the time. Based on the conceptual theory proposed
by Carl Jung, Katharine Cook Briggs and her daughter Isabel Briggs
Myers created the MBTI (Myers-Briggs Type Indicator). This
instrument created 16 different personality types and remains widely
used. Today, personality type indicators and related consulting
systems represent a multi-billion dollar industry.
Organizational theorists have supported for decades the idea
that personality traits can predict resistance to organizational change
(Kazlow, 1977; Watson, 1969). Some even contend change is a function
of the personality traits of individuals within an organization (Durbrin
& Ireland, 1993; Hinings & Greenwood, 1988, Dunnivant, 2007).

These are just a small sample of responses you can explore when
addressing gaps among your organizational members and their
perceptions of the organizational culture. Whatever approach you
select, or combination of approaches, be sure to follow-up with
revisiting the Organizational Culture Harmonic Type exercise. As you
explore responses, you need to check for impact on perceptions of
culture.





Some organizations are designed to thrive on diversity across
their units and members. In these cases, the products or services of the
company may rely upon varying skill sets and perspectives. Today, we
often think of diversity in reference to race, gender, or other
demographic attributes. As substantiated by Jung and many others,
diversity also exists across personality and preferences. This in part is
revealed by the Personal Harmonic Type instrument.
While some organizations strive to maintain a common core
culture, too much homogeneity can limit creativity. Furnham & Gunter
(2015) categorize companies themselves into “personality types” such
as “dramatic,” “depressive,” and “paranoid,” and “schiazoid.” In order
to sustain high levels of innovation, computer chip giant Intel shifted
from a culture of compliance to one that encouraged dissension and
constructive criticism. New leadership feared that their traditional
culture required every employee to be in 100 percent agreement with
strategic direction. Among its many adaptations was the creation of
groups that foster innovation through diversity and dissent.
If we accept the business case for diversity and inclusion as
heavily linked to your company’s innovation strategy, then diversity of
personality should be among the variables. If your Organizational
Culture Harmonics reveals a higher range of “dissonance,” this may be
leveraged as an advantage. Some degree of dissonance is needed to
foster innovation and may be a desired aspect of your corporate
culture.
Forming Harmonically Diverse Teams
One approach to explore is the creation of teams based on their
Personal Harmonic Type and to group these dependent on the goal of
the team. Teams seeking goals related to the gathering of data could be
grouped by Emotional and Logical range. Teams tackling the
development of policy could be created across the Holistic and
Individual Range. Teams responsible for applying data and policy
could represent the range of types across the Altruistic and
Individualistic types. Such an approach would yield the benefits of
diverse groups with definitive targets for organizational planning.


Mixed
Emotional and
Logic Team

Mixed Holistic
and
Detail Team

Mixed Altruistic
and
Individualistic
Team

Using your findings from the Personal Harmonic Type, you can
intentionally structure committees and teams tasked with different
goals across your organization. Here are a few options which you can
use to “type” a specific group:
GROUP by PERCEPTION TYPE
Recall that individuals typically perceive the world across a
range of Emotion and Logic. When you group people together by
varying perception types, you are more likely to get differing
interpretations on data gathering methodology, broad vision and
mission objectives, and driving principles that often define the culture
of an organization.
GROUP by CONSTRUCTION TYPE
Here, you can mix the Holistic thinkers with the Detail driven
members of your organization or its stakeholders. This grouping can
be advantageous in reviewing existing policies in your company,
corporate calendars, Web sites, and budget processes. Mixing these
types can offer you a higher degree of cross-checks from both an
operational and strategic planning level.



GROUP by ENGAGEMENT TYPE
This is perhaps the most potentially volatile mixture as these
types are rooted in deeper values. The varying investments of energy
across service to self and service to others can be largely intrinsic.
Tasking groups diversified by this type for outreach, marketing, social
media platform adoption, and budget processes can ensure your
organization has a healthy distribution of self-interest combined with
customer and client service.
GROUP by COMPLETE PHT
Organizing groups and committees with members from each of
the eight Personal Harmonic Types will potentially result in the widest
representation of ideas and outcomes. Intentionally mixing these types
across all three dimensions of perception, construction, and
engagement allows maximum diversity when forming groups designed
to tackle broad objectives such as establishing or revisiting vision and
mission and the highest levels of strategic planning.

Response Type 4: Change the Organization Type
Perhaps the most radical response to organizational harmonic
results is setting the goal to change your organization’s type. Whether
you want to move from being a more individualistic company to
altruistic, or shift from Emotional Detail Altruistic (EDA) to Logical
Holistic Altruistic (LHA), the magnitude of change will vary. Perhaps
the most radical response to organizational harmonic results is setting
the goal to change your organization’s type. Whether you want to
move from being a more individualistic company to altruistic, or


shift from Emotional Detail Altruistic (EDA) to Logical Holistic
Altruistic (LHA), the magnitude of change will vary. The first step in
this process is to assess the mission and vision of your organization. If
you are even considering changing your organizational type, there
must be a major internal or external driver, or series of significant
events, behind it.
Perhaps your Organizational Cultural Harmonics data revealed
such a wide gap that you began to question the very core of your
culture? Maybe it was a significant decline in sales, productivity, or
relevance to market and value? It could have shifts in technology or
following a successful trend in your competitors. Whatever the reasons
and however difficult, self-renewal is not an entirely unknown
landscape for individuals or organizations. This response type is in
essence a revisiting of your corporate or organizational identity.
Olins, W. (2017). Offers a compelling model when addressing
such profound corporate change. He calls for a focused attention to
corporate identity in times of organizational change. Corporate identity
must be managed on a structural basis and internalized by the
employees. These identity changes need to be harmonized with future
organizational developments.
Efforts to manage the corporate identity yield results in more
consistency and the corporate visual identity management mix
including structural, cultural and strategic aspects. Corporate identity
is typically thought of as the set of multi-sensory elements that
marketers employ to communicate a visual statement about the brand
to consumers. These elements include the company name, logo,
slogans, iconic buildings, uniforms, and company colors. In our case,
we remain focused on organizational culture as a deeper identity.
Those sets of shared values and practices we have been exploring
throughout this process are also a very real layer of identity.
If you look further at Olins (2017), you’ll find four
recommended stages to follow if you are attempting significant changes
in your organizational identity and culture. Cameron and Quinn (2011)
created a valuable framework to help address significant cultural


change. They include an Organizational Culture Assessment
Instrument (OCAI) quite different from the Organizational Harmonics
Model. The authors do place heavy emphasis on the concept that
organizational culture change requires a commitment to individual
personal change. They based their approach on the competing values
framework. Through this, they derive four organizational culture
"types" in their framework and align these with a given cycle in the
organization's development. You’ll find several chapters describing
methods of assessing teams and individuals and assisting change as
well as additional suggestions for individual and organizational
interventions specific to each of the four quadrants.
Cameron and Quinn's model is one of the best in addressing
change within an organizational culture. It differs from our model
here, which creates 8 unique organizational types based on the
traditions of cognitive psychology combined with personality types.
The Organizational Culture Harmonics approach does not look at the
culture of an organization as going through phases, but rather an
endless process of adaptation responding to the complex systems in its
environment.
As you explore comprehensive organizational change, keep in
mind that the same “potential for change” relationships likely exist that
we discussed in individuals.

Whatever processes you explore to address significant
organizational cultural change it’s best to remember throughout that
you are largely dealing with human beings. How they feel about
anything is a core predictor of success. We have long moved past older
management models focused on process and optimization which are so
often absent the human element. Core members, participants, and even
outliers must be addressed in whatever approach you select.
You’ll find that there are many models for addressing
organizational culture. It might be better to think of any efforts you
make in this direction as part of that never-ending continuum of
growth and adaptation we see in the natural world. Sure there are
cycles and seasons. But ecosystems emerge across time and species
attempt to adapt to whatever changes occur. Human systems follow
similar patterns in the form of organizations. Such systems are better
not looked at as a disease, but an opportunity.

Organizational Harmonic
Types that are closer in
dimension across the eight
types offer easier shifts than
those completely apart.
Example: Changing from an
LDA to an EHI is a major shift
compared to EDI to EDA.





As you continue to gather data on the Personal Harmonic Types
across your organization as well as the distance from core
organizational values, you can better assess the overall position of your
culture across the range of dissonance to consonance. Different types of
ranges represent degrees of diversity and can add to your
understanding of overall harmonic balance, or the lack thereof, in your
company.
BALANCED ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURES

CHAPTER 10

Some organizations exhibit a balance across the range of dissonance to
consonance. In these cases the “gaps” between Personal Harmonic
Type and Organizational Harmonic Type are evenly distributed and
not far from the overall core.

Organizational
Culture
Harmonic
Conclusions

If your overall gap score falls within the range of 16 to 18, you are likely
a “balanced” organization. This means the majority of the members are
not far away from their perception of your organization values,
perceptions, and processes. That’s good news and bad news.
Advantages

The Future of the Herd

Balance across an organization likely means that the overall culture
within is satisfactory to most of the members of the organization.
This can be advantageous when trying to move groups of people
in the same direction. Gaining cooperation across departments or
Divisions is more easily accomplished in balanced organizations.
Distributions of funding, resources, and personnel are more easily





managed. Larger issues related to organizational identity, mission, and
operations typically experience less conflict and therefore allow faster
progress with overall acceptable pace.
Disadvantages
When an organization becomes balanced, progress through
innovation and creativity can suffer. Dynamics can stagnate and
groups can begin to seek a “norm” or period of stasis. Complacency
can become a cultural value both within units and across the entire
organization. Basically, too much of a good thing tends to make people
lazy. Ironically, balance can be one of the worst states in which an
organization can find itself, slowing progress and rewarding apathy.
DISSONANT ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURES
If your overall gap score falls within the range of 20 to 33, you
are likely a dissonant organization. This means the majority of the
members are to varying degrees away from their perception of your
organization’s values, perceptions, and processes. This too can be good
news and bad news.
The next graphic illustrates exaggerated shading. If more than
half of the members in your company are left of the center values (1816), then your organization is defined as dissonant. This label signifies
that a degree of disagreement characterizes the culture of your
organization.

Advantages
Dissonance within an organization can be a healthy attribute.
Ranges between 19 and 26 are considered
moderate. Moderate dissonance can bring new ideas and vision to your
organization. Healthy disagreement can create conversations that lead
to innovation and growth. Depending on the goals of your
organization, you may require degrees of dissonance to remain
competitive. The key here is to continue monitoring the culture of such
organizations. Sustaining the right level of internal dissonance can
prove to be the optimal position for your culture.
Disadvantages
When an organization becomes too dissonant, it can become
difficult to maintain progress or even retain positive attributes of your
organizational culture. Dissonance ranges of 27 and beyond can lead to
low motivational levels across the organization and eventually outright
dysfunction. Like all aspects of organizational culture, dissonance can
be leveraged. At a departmental level, higher levels of dissonance can
impact an entire organizational culture. The executive level must pay
particular attention to levels of dissonance, and that any measurement
of such levels is addressed based upon the needs of the organization
and its members and stakeholders.
CONSONANT ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURES
If your overall gap scores fall within the range of 1 to 15, you are
likely a consonant organization. This means the majority of the
members are to varying degrees aligned with their perception of your
organization’s values, perceptions, and processes. Like each type, this
can be good news and bad news.
The next graphic illustrates exaggerated shading. If more than
half of the members in your company are right of the center values (1816), then your organization is defined as consonant. This label signifies
that a degree of agreement characterizes the culture of your
organization.





TRACKING YOUR CULTURE

Advantages
Consonance within an organization is typically a healthy
attribute. It indicates that the majority of the members of your
company are well aligned with leadership’s core values, mission, and
methods. Consonance within the 15 to 10 range is ideal, as this
indicates a high degree of agreement across the entire organization on
the core cultural values. Such a state facilitates rapid and consistent
provision of
services and products. Departments and divisions exhibiting such
levels are in alignment with overall company objectives and values as
well as policies and procedures.
Disadvantages
When an organization becomes too consonant, creativity and
innovation can suffer. Too much agreement can lead to becoming
complacent and limit healthy differences across units and the
organization as a whole. High levels of consonance can be indicators of
a lack of diversity. As you continue to monitor the Personal Harmonic
Types (PHT) in your company, consider beginning to attempt to hire
outside the range of one or more types dominating new or current
staffing. Adding the PHT to hiring practices as a tool to indicate
potential differences in personality can help you diversify your staff
and avoid becoming too consonant.



It is essential to repeat assessment of member perceptions of
organizational culture. Culture is dynamic and can change slowly or
dramatically as well as member perceptions of that culture. We
recommend that every member of the organization complete the
Organizational Culture Harmonics (OCH) instrument and conduct the
Gap Analysis every quarter (roughly 3 months). This approach allows
the members and the leadership to track any shifts in perceptions and
gaps that might result in cusp events or larger issues. The OCH can be
conducted after major changes in policy or mission, leadership changes,
or any other significant organizational events. Historical data and
trends could prove of great value to the organization and the
individuals. The appendix of this book provides additional copies of
the forms needed and licensing information to continue benefitting
from this system.
CLOSING THOUGHTS
This book was inspired by many sources, among these the works
of Ken Blanchard and Spencer Johnson and their best-selling The One
Minute Manager (1981) and Who Moved My Cheese? (1998).The guidance
for organizations offered by these authors has been helping companies
and their leaders navigate the seas of change for decades. More
recently, John Kotter and Holger Rathgeber’s, Our Iceberg is Melting
(2005) offers an eight-step process for successful change at the
conclusion of their fable. If you have not seen these publications they
should be a part of your personal and professional library.
In our story, The Herd enjoyed a unique relationship with the
trees. The roos depended on these ancient trees for their primary food
source and shelter. Their species played a major role in the expansion
of the trees when they cultivated and multiplied the orchards. This
symbiotic relationship gives us a model that helps make sense of our
increasingly complex world. Technologies, automation, artificial
intelligence, and so much more will continue to press the pace of
change for humanity. These variables and so much more will change
our cultures, and our species. Amidst these challenges our social


systems and governments are attempting to respond to an
unprecedented problem in human population.

THE END (for now…)

Whether or not you ascribe to global warming, it’s increasingly
clear that the human population is expanding exponentially and
impacting global resources. We appear to be at a major cusp event on
many levels. Water, energy, food, and safety remain in flux across the
many cultures in our world. Some view this as an apocalyptic time.
Yet, humanity has always had challenges. Our communication and
connectivity offer us ample leverage in solving such dilemmas. Our
resources to do so are far more empowered when we look at every
individual as a change agent. Is a new global culture emerging where
individuals will be one of three classes: consumers, creators, and
controllers? Maybe, but everyone reading this book was born to solve
such problems. Every one of us has unique capabilities, skills, insights,
and talents. Every single one of us is a member of the “human herd,”
and fully capable of rising to whatever challenges we face.
Whatever roo you identified with, you are a unique member of
an organization. To this group, you offer your many capabilities as an
invested stakeholder. Exploring your Personal Harmonic Type and
your relationship with your Organizational Culture Type is merely a
window on opportunity. As you choose to engage or disengage that
culture, let your voice be heard. Champion transparency and
collaboration and remain optimistic, or shout through the role of the
Smugaroo. Devote your time and resources as a Followroo to the success
of your organization, and help it adapt to the complexities inside and
out. Guide your organization serving as a Bossaroo or Dataroo. Change
your role to fill whatever need arises as the Morpharoo. Offer your gifts
and talents as that Wanderoo for however long you choose to stay. Show
that unrelenting commitment so unique to all as a Chiparoo. Should you
find yourself the Visiroo, serve all in good stewardship and
transparency. It will take leaders and followers to grow thriving
cultures within our organizations. It will take all of us, each and every
one. Enjoy that journey and never surrender your inspiration.
Embrace your Roo!
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ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE HARMONICS
INSTRUMENTS

ORGANIZATIONAL HARMONIC TYPE
Perceiving the World: The active process of selecting, gathering, and
mining the data gathered by the organization. (How the organization
filters the intake of information.)

9) Personal Harmonic Type (PHT) see Chapter 4.
(This instrument is intended to be completed one time.)
10) Organizational Harmonic Type (OHT)
(conduct and measure twice annually)
11) Organizational Culture Gap (OCG)
(measure at least twice annually)
ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE HARMONICS
ANALYSIS GUIDES
12) Mapping Corporate Culture Layers
(measure at least twice annually)

Directions: Every organization perceives the world through the data that it gathers.
Think about your organization and gauge whether the world is seen “emotionally”
or “logically.”

13) Calculate your Organizational Culture Harmonic Range

1) Which of the following “drives” your organization:
a) Emotion OR b) Logic
(circle one)
2) To what degree does this affect your organization’s
perception of the world? (choose below… only one)

14) Tracking Historic Organizational Culture Harmonic Range
PERSONAL HARMONIC TYPE
ANALYSIS GUIDES

A: My organization leans barely toward the use of LOGIC = E1
B: My organization leans slightly toward the use of LOGIC = E2
C: My organization leans generally toward the use of LOGIC = E3
D: My organization leans heavily toward the use of LOGIC = E4
E: My organization leans extremely toward the use of LOGIC = E5
F: My organization leans barely toward the use of EMOTION = L1
G: My organization leans slightly toward the use of EMOTION = L2
H: My organization leans generally toward the use of EMOTION =L3
I: My organization leans heavily toward the use of EMOTION = L4
J: My organization leans extremely toward the use of EMOTION =L5

15) Compare PHT scores across the Entire Organization

16) Compare PHT scores within a Unit or Department

Record Your
Choice Here


Example: L3


Constructing the World: The act of synthesizing observations to
deliberately focus vision, mission, and policy. How the organization
drives decision making.

Engaging the World: The resulting practices derived from choices on
where and when to allocate organizational resources. (How the
organization interacts overall.)

Directions: Every organization makes decisions as it builds policy and
practice and directs resources. Think about how your organization makes
decisions and to what degree decisions are driven by holistic or detail.

Directions: Every organization directs its resources toward itself and/or
toward the outside world. Think about how your organization directs time,
energy, staff, and financial assets. Are these directed more toward others
outside the organization, or more toward the organization itself?

1) Which perspective drives your organization when
constructing the world (making decisions)?
a) Holistic or b) Detail
(circle one)
2) To what degree does this perspective drive decisions
in your organization? (choose below… only one).

1) Which of the following “drives” your organization:
a) Altruistic (needs of others) or
b) Individualistic (needs of organization)
2) To what degree does this affect your organization’s
direction of its resources? (choose below… only one)

A: My organization leans barely toward the HOLISTIC = H1
B: My organization leans slightly toward the HOLISTIC = H2
C: My organization leans generally toward the HOLISTIC = H3
D: My organization leans heavily toward the HOLISTIC = H4
E: My organization leans extremely toward the HOLISTIC = H5
F: My organization leans barely toward the use of DETAILS = D1
G: My organization leans slightly toward the use of DETAILS = D2
H: My organization leans generally toward the use of DETAILS = D3
I: My organization leans heavily toward the use of DETAILS = D4
J: My organization leans extremely toward the use of DETAILS = D5
Record Your
Choice Here

A: My organization leans barely toward the ALTRUISTIC= A1
B: My organization leans slightly toward the ALTRUISTIC = A2
C: My organization leans generally toward the ALTRUISTIC = A3
D: My organization leans heavily toward the ALTRUISTIC = A4
E: My organization leans extremely toward the ALTRUISTIC = A5
F: My organization leans barely toward the INDIVIDUALISTIC = I1
G: My organization leans slightly toward the INDIVIDUALISTIC = I2
H: My organization leans generally toward the INDIVIDUALISTIC = I3
I: My organization leans heavily toward the INDIVIDUALISTIC = I4
J: My organization leans extremely toward the INDIVIDUALISTIC = I5
Record Your
Choice Here

Example: D3


Example: A4


ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE GAP

Organizational Culture Harmonics Map

RECORD YOUR PERSONAL HARMONIC TYPE:
Circle the appropriate Letter/Number in EACH row for your Personal
Harmonic Type (PHT). Example: E3, D2, A4.
Remember there can be only ONE Letter/number combination in a
single row. After you have circled the values in each row, draw a line
connecting the values.

Directions: Next, graph your selections on the grid below. Bubble in
the points you identified on the previous pages.
Similar to your PHT, this as a 3-D grid.

RECORD YOUR ORGANIZATIONAL HARMONIC TYPE: Circle the
appropriate Letter/Number in EACH
row for your Organizational Harmonic Type (OHT).
Example: L3, H2, I4.
Remember there can be only ONE Letter/number combination in a
single row. After you have
circled the values in each row, draw a line connecting the values.

Next, we’ll look at the gap in our example. This is the distance in values
between the Personal Harmonic Type (PHT) and the Organizational
Harmonic Type (OHT).
You have now selected an Organizational Harmonic Type (OHT).





THE GAP: Using your values from the previous page, count the
number of squares in the grid that represent the “absolute difference”
between the Personal Harmonic Type (PHT) and the Organizational
Harmonic Type (OHT) in each row, separately. (Note, the ZERO (0)
block must be included and counted as 1)

MAPPING ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE LAYERS

Example:

Core Culture = 0-9
Participants = 10-27
Outliers = 28-33
YOUR ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE GAP
0-9: Core Organizational Culture Members
It’s likely these individuals are well aligned with the values and
practices of the organization. These individuals largely agree with the
leadership of the organization.
10-27: Participant Members of the Organizational Culture
It’s likely these individuals are somewhat aligned with the values and
practices of the organization. These individuals may disagree with
leadership, but engage the organization.

Complete YOUR Gap Values:
ROW ONE = ___ + ROW TWO = ____ + ROW THREE = ___
TOTAL of ALL ROWS = ___
This is your personal Organizational Culture Gap, expressed in units
of variance as a distance from what you perceived as the core of the
culture of your organization. Let’s look at that value and the cultural
layer you occupy.



28-33: Outliers from the Organizational Culture
It’s likely that these individuals are not aligned with the values and
practices of the organization. They largely disagree with leadership
and minimally engage that vision.
Boundary Scores: Scores of 9 or 10 on Organizational Harmonic Gap
are on a boundary between being at the Core and being a Participant.
Scores of 27-28 are on the boundary between Participants and Outliers.



Calculate Organizational Culture Harmonic Range

Corporate Culture Layer Analysis
Directions: Use your favorite spreadsheet software to calculate values
reflected in the following table…

Employee Core
example
C
1
2
3
4
5
TOTALS

0-9

Participant
Outlier
P
10-27 O

Directions: Use your favorite spreadsheet software to calculate values
reflected in the following table…

Employee
Gap Score Dissona
nt
1
Yes/No
2
3
4
5
TOTALS

28-33

Percentage of Cultural Layers across Employee Population
A. Percentage of Core Culture Members
B. Percentage of Participant Culture Members
C. Percentage of Outlier Culture Members

3321

Participant
Balanced
1816
Yes/No

Outlier
Consonan
t
Yes/No

150

Enter all Organizational Culture Gap scores (the calculated gap
between personal preferences and perceptions of the organizational
culture). The maximum range of that gap spreads from zero to thirtythree. Place the TOTAL value of this divided by the number of
members completing the PHT & and OHT. Place this final value on the
Organizational Culture Harmonic Range scale:

Total Value of Range for Each Culture Layer
Add up the numerical values for Corporate Culture Layer to
calculate the prevalence for each type. This offers insights to the degree
of “buy-in” across the entire organization.
Benefit Example 1: The Corporate Culture Layers is the basis for
the final Organizational Culture Harmonic Range
Benefit Example 2: Be sure to look for “Boundary Scores” as
these individuals are susceptible to “Cusp Events.” (see Chapter 2).

This value identifies your organization as Dissonant
(values 33-21), Balanced (values 18-16), or Consonant (0-15).
See Chapter 9 for benefits to this identification.




Tracking Historic Organizational Culture Harmonic Range

Compare PHT Scores across the Entire Organization

Directions: Use your favorite spreadsheet software to calculate values
reflected in the following table…
Company
Gap Score Dissona
nt
Year 1:Q1 Yes/No
Year 1:Q2
Year 1:Q3
Year 1:Q4
Year 2:Q1
etc

3321

Participant
Balanced
1816
Yes/No

Outlier
Consonan
t
Yes/No

Directions: Use your favorite spreadsheet software to calculate values
reflected in the following table…

Employee
example
1
2
3
4
5
TOTALS

150

Enter all FINAL Organizational Culture Gap scores (the calculated gap
between personal preferences and perceptions of the organizational
culture) for EACH desired QUARTER. The maximum range of that
gap spreads from zero to thirty-three. Place these final values on the
Organizational Culture Harmonic Range scale:

Perceive
E/L
1-5

Construct
H/D
1-5

Engage
A/I

1-5

Percentage of Preferences across Employee Population
D. Percentage of Emotional Preference vs Logical Preference
E. Percentage of Holistic vs Detail Preference
F. Percentage of Altruistic vs Individualistic Preference
Total Value of Range Preference
Add up the numerical values for each dimension to calculate the
extent of preference for each type. This offers insights to the degree of
preference for any dimension across your organization.
Benefit Example 1: The total value for Altruism is an indicator of
how important Altruism is to your entire culture). The same applies to
any dimension measured.

The moving values help you track culture changes over time
across Dissonant (values 33-21), Balanced (values 18-16), or Consonant
(0-15). See Chapter 9 for benefits to tracking this over time and Chapter
this identification.



Benefit Example 2: PHT scores can be used similar to personality
type indicators where relationship to job preferences and employment
longevity can be tracked.



Compare PHT Scores within a Unit or Department

About the Authors

Directions: Use your favorite spreadsheet software to calculate values
reflected in the following table…

Employee
example
1
2
3
4
5
TOTALS

Perceive
E/L
1-5

Construct
H/D
1-5

Engage
A/I

1-5

Dr. Stephen W. Dunnivant has served in business and higher education
for over 30 years. He has served on numerous economic development
task forces, national organizations targeting innovation and
entrepreneurship, and as invited speaker at regional and national
conferences on systemic change and organizational development. He
has authored several books, including one with his then 8-year old
daughter. As Dean at Gulf Coast State College he led the development
and creation of a unique $35 million Advanced Technology Center
impacting regional economic development in northwest Florida. He is
currently the Dean of Business, Industry, and Technology at
Tallahassee Community College.
Kathryn M. Holmes specializes in organizational wellness and
corporate training. She holds multiple degrees and endorsements in a
wide range of professions from personal training to crime scene
investigation. Ms. Holmes has served on entrepreneurial task forces,
community engagement groups, and is a recognized national fitness
champion. She is also a professional ballroom dancer and currently
working on her Ph. D. in Exercise Science.

Percentage of Preferences across Individual Departments
A. Percentage of Emotional Preference vs Logical Preference
B. Percentage of Holistic vs Detail Preference
C. Percentage of Altruistic vs Individualistic Preference
Total Value of Range Preference
Add up the numerical values for each dimension to calculate the
extent of preference for each type. This offers insights to the degree of
preference for any dimension among or between different units or
departments of the organization.

As we type these last few sentences, it’s literally Christmas Eve. While our
great hope is that you find value in this publication and the model, our greater
hope is that you find and preserve the joy of the most important organization of
all−family.

Benefit Example 1: The total value for Detail is an indicator of
how prevalent Attention to Detail is within a particular area. The same
applies to any dimension measured.
Benefit Example 2: PHT scores can be used similar to personality type
indicators where relationship to job preferences and employment
longevity can be tracked.
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